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I. mmomcrmm 
A. Otojectivef and Scspe 
M©st aarvey designs in fwri-ent ute Involve leclmiqties wkieh permit 
on® to obtain an objective measure of the precision of the sample-
estimatei from the'sample itself. From the alternative designs that meet 
this reqiiirement it ts desirable to #elect one which yields results of 
maxteum reliability at a given c©«t. It it generally true that increased 
reliability is, accompanied by Increased cost although there are many 
ingenious designs that have been constructed to counteract this tendency. 
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the building into designs 
a procedure which will permit some control of cost. We shall be con­
cerned only with those variable cost items which are brought about by the 
vagaries of random sampling. We shall propose a two-step sampling 
procedure. 
In the construction of sampling designs there are two common alter­
native objectives: (1) to minimize the variance for a fixed cost, or (2^ to 
minimise the cost for a fixed variance. The optimum, deslgnt resulting 
from (1) and |2]> are usually identical.. To reali*e either of these objec­
tive* in practice it is necessary to have advance e.8ttmate» of some of 
the characteristics of the elements comprising the population to be 
sam.pled. decisions, concerning accuracy and. precision, are compli­
cated by at least two conditions, (i) the inability of the re8e.arc.her to 
2 
e'vmlnate tlie loss that might be s«.«taia®<3 imm errort of estimate, and 
fZf the de«lre to ©btain information ©n several characteristics at &« «ame 
time, C3mce the basic decisions and objectives have been made, and. the 
sampling system ha# been decided mpon, the researcher is still charged 
with carrying out th« operations of th# tnrvey within lh« limitation of 
the budget. The fir ft step in the proposed two-step sampling procednr# 
is intended to provide a forecast of th® cost to be incnrred in the second, 
step. This forecast is then naed in th« determination of th# sample siase 
for the second step sampl#, thni effecting a c«rtafca 'control' ov«r cost, 
which is explained in more detail in this stndy. We shall nse information 
from both steps for purposes of estimation. 
The 8C.ope of this investigation is limited, to simple random sampling, 
stratified random sampling, and two special cases of .two-stage sampling. 
We also limit the discnsalon to simple cost functions. 
Eevi.ew of Literature 
toterest in cost fanctions and their mse in the construction of sample 
survey designs .has centered aro.und the concept of optimal rate of 
sampling. One of the earliest papers on this subject was by Tates and 
l.acopa.ny ff| in IfSS wherein they showed that for estimation of yields 
from field escperiments that "with a given relation between e3Q>er'imental 
and sampling variation and between the work fcavolved. in sampling and in 
the rest of Wi© experiment there is an optimal percentage • of sampling. " 
They defined optimal sampling as the desirable balance between enlarging 
3 
tli« ami mdm^g tte' sawfilliig wMcli camses th# »''w©yk" to a 
mtaiamm wttli Ih® ••amomt of tofonma.tloii'« ffeed. Of fptclal toportaae® 
to th«. p3r#Mem ©f eentrelllag emt is th«ir gfcat®m«ttt, ff i f. 56&) 
to any series of sampling measurements of which the experi­
menter has no previous experience, it is always well worth 
while examining critically the first set of measurements to 
ietermine the actual acctiracy obtained. If sampling it found 
t© be excessive considerable later work will be saved. EqwEy, 
if it is inadequate it can be Increased, or if this is net practi­
cable the whole programme^ can be abandoned with little 
wasted ^effort,. 
f hey made no iavestigatioa'of the effect -of any rtale® of action after 
»'»«3<aBiiaimg .critically" l^e first fet of.meaimremeatS'on the estimates r«-
sultteg^ from the ©omblned:series. 
The construction of c#gt-f««ctl©nfi has received the attention of several 
writers. A linear cost function of' the form c^ •+ Cj n 'has been'widely used. 
Here n is the «i3a^«r of tampled mits» c.|'.the'{«onstant| cost per.iait 
and Cq the.''overhead cost*, ft* If40 MahalamoMf |4| considered cost func­
tions which depended, in part at least, ®n distance travelled. From this 
paper ha» arisen ihe concept that travel coats are governed by the square 
root law, i.e. ,• travel 'Cost® 'are proportloieal t@V"a* , ttie tquare root of 
the number of tampltng milt to be Tisttei. la 1941 lei sen using 
the square root law in '••ttlftg •up the ne-cetiary eo#t fraction,' investigated 
the problem of "maxtmi«iftg Uie amount' of information ob-tainable from a 
given expenditure by varying tibie state of the .sampling unit and the ntimber 
taken." 
In examining how cost# enter ia.to a i«rre.y it is necesiary to identify 
ihe various pha.s«s of the survey whe.re. e©.»tf arise ^d to determine the 
4 
way la wkieh €©»ls -rnvf m lh,« d«sigw fayam«t®ri mry. TkU problem 
is discmisei ta delatt for dMf«r«ml imtigmm in modern lext bookS' 
smh as Sample Siarvey Methoi-a'aad Tteeery by K&asem, Hwrwit* and Madow 
m and iamplfag Teelmtipeg by C©cbr.«a |1). 
In tbe frocess of €bo«sti^ 'Ifce ©pttmal d«#ign It is necestary to obtain 
esttetat#* of ©ertain fttastttl«« involved te ^ €o«t fancllon and in i&« 
varianee iwm%im. 'fim msml f-yaeliee is lo ofetatn estlmat®® from 
jpast esefierleftee, osr a An i»f(®rl«nt coiM^^rttwtion in 
&li feaeral atea wa# by S«teato« (S| in lf3S> Me inf@ftigai®d (S» p. I54J 
( I )  h o w  f r e q u e n t l y  D r .  M e y m a n ' s  m e t h o d  i u a t e g  e s t i m a t e s  o f  r | |  
will give more accurate results than the meth^ of firoforlton^ 
sampling. (2} the average gain in efficiency oi Dr. Mtyman's 
method (using estimates of «"|) over the otltor. 
"Dr. Ifeyman*# Method'* was given in a •piper by Neyman (S) In 1934» 
where he sliowed ttat f©* optimum allocation in tIratlfled- sampling that the 
number to be «hofem from each stratnm mujit be proportional to the product 
of the #i«e of -the «|rat«Ba and the standard deviation* i.e., proportional 
lo Sutttalme |S, p, 16?) maltef Hie' s'l^festion# 
We might fix in advance the number of sampling from each 
stratum according to the method of proportional sampling 
and proceed to collect the data by sending special visitors. 
The data collected during the first day or so may |%«m be 
msttd to calculate the standard deviation of the strata* and 
hence to readjust the number of samplings using Dr. 
Meyman's Method. 
He aleo remarlsed that tn collectteg data by a preliminary in<|uiry for 'making 
estimates of the standard dentation to b# used in Meyman's mel^od of 
aEocation* that data so collected may be msed in &« total sample. However» 
he made no eomme^nt as I© the consefuences of this procedure on the sample 
esttoates. 
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fiij-lJ f;| » "S* (yji - yj}* !• e@»&et«d ««m of in TTj. Th« 
i. 
•lafc.scrtffe, y» will hm whea fo* claiflty. 
«ttnttj®afet©a omt tbe sampl#. 
77^ « 77" - rrI tht N-tt| wits foom th» €»riginal 
f©l»mlaM©m. Stec# H Is l&e eoaapleiatat ®l tk« raadom 
ma,mpl«t TTi* tt' i® a i-amiom lamfl# ©f N-m mlts. 
Yg ^ T •' Tj is lilt total ol f ta TTg* 
Mf -»ifi 
M •-'-ii'x'g'— I® tib« mmn pm §&mplimg mtt la rTf 
» T. (f| - I® -Hi# #©rr«€t(ii *W0a »f ifmsr#.® for 'tii* »wb-
TTg " 
f®f«lati©m. TT'2; inaamattoii ov«* all imlti 
m 
ia TT^^ ^ 
®2 »a»fl« te it®|> »2 i» a fwactloa of th« 
ehai-aet^ytetleg attatlt«i to tti® m,j wftit® Im TTi aM Is 
e«Wfl#t«lf i#t#yail»«4 fef iTj fyi*l«t for iftttrmta^lisf 
lo %e sf#etflt(4 lattr). 
lotal of f ta III® »mmA st^p sampl*. 
y2 * »aii^lt ja®am la 'Ito- seeoai itap. 
2 
(a2»lli| is tb0 mwrmtrni svm ©f gfwares of ih# y*t la atcoai 
sa»fl«. 
E* repmmMM «:^«ctatloii ovar all posaiWm i«b«fofiilatt©n»» 
TTi* i.«. i fteit st«t'SaMafl®*-
E" r«priiiffi«at» a c^ttilttiomal. «xpi€latiott owr all fotslbl# 
s#c©wi «l®|> «aaapl«» fir©*a fTg /Tj ftK«i. 
9 
M • E*E" T«pif«g«at» m e^«clat4oa.. 
thm foll@wtog faeta ay® w«ll imewa ami mwm litt«(i ii«r« for -cmiv#®!®©* 
rmMtmmm. 
E'fj «f E«| •§« 
E'fg »f m$l -m§^ (1) 
E'f^ -fz ="»|=S| 
Si 
E f g  «JE*E"f2 »t  Tar | TTil « ^  . 
Steee ««lli»atlom fnr©«®4*ar« t» I® lit fea®«4 m. fjpom both sfeefs it 
Is m«e#»saty to m^mim a^rc^fial* eefntiinaltaa ei lh«s« r®s«l't«. Tq 
eattiimti! t&» fM^ilatlen, »#aa, f , w« wUX iavsistlgal# two <iMI«rent walgMtng 
©a® iawlirtig €®a«fatirt m4 the o^@ir mr4aM« w«igMi. 
C. CmMt&M W«ightlBg Froeftiair® f©f Eittmatteg t 
As a« •©stimater ©I -th#: popwlattoat m@a»t Y» toveittgat® 
h  ' " i n *  *1^2 <^i 
wh®*-# a J aai a^ af« eoastamt* to li« $& at t© py©irii« aa ua-
l»las«i aatotettm iratiaae® •.ittoal®? tm th« ela#» of eittamalo^s wh«r® aj a«i 
a^ »*•« ©©iiitattls. 
H w& tmpmm -th« that aj + a^ • l th#-n l» an aahla#®^ estiaa-
atoT for f, a« showa hy th* feUowiagj 
s s ajE'f + a^E'E*^ " *2"^ 
.(aj ^ agif »f. m 
10 
Im aidltloa to the cottdttton 0*1 a j and. a.^ ior attbias##a«8s of w© ie-
ste® to set coadltioiii to mlntmijie the vartance of y^. By ieffaltton 
V&t *®'^a ' ' Coafiiieir the first term? 
Ey^^ * i j j  4 « E'(af  fi-^^'^i^yi^'%^ * »| 
Since « fg ani ^"fg ® Tar {y^ | /T|) + we cara rewrite after some 
«iiMplifl€!atton 
«E''Cajyj + ^^2 1 
r  - i2 
s Var(ajyj + a^fg) + L^'tajy^ 4 a^fgJ ] + a| 1 
MT » n.y, Z 
X Var [sjYj + ] + [(a, + a,)?] + a|E' Var (y^ | TTJ). 
(5) 
Since a^ + a^ =* 1» the iecoai term i» f *. Traaspoiing this valwe to the 
left haai iide aad sljoiplifyliig the first .t«rm-we c.an write 
Va, 7. = Va, \p^ y,] . a| Va, ,y, ) /T,, ,6, 
(a,M-a,>* N-tt, S* Sl a. 
s "'"""la""" + a4 JT* (1 " ^ 
CM-njJ^ ^ ^ 2 
Ca,N-a §l a|S* S| 
« ^ + a^ £•' ^ 
(a.N-n,p - tt;if<l-a,)» S| 
«  S *  ~ L 1  ± -  +  a |  E '  - 1  
r 1 "1 ®l 
«  S t  U r  -  4  I  + 4  E ' •  ( 7 )  
'y L a^ H J - <^1 ^ 
Siace the Var y^ heea expreseed. as a faaction of a^ aa4 we 
propose to raialmlse Tar y^^ sahject to the restriction, a j + a^ * i by a«e 
II 
of ih& jLagrang'iaa proetiBf#. We set Vkp the Langyaiigiaii fmctlon 
F ss Vair 4 X(aj + a^ - l.| and ©oastrwct th« tw® efuallons^ ff- » 0 anii 
HF ^ 
^ « 0. Ihttm two ®fwati@as are 
Si 
(1), (2) 2a2S'AsO. (8) 
i , 2 
a, a, • S| 
From these e<|ttat4oii« we find . jg» ^ aai when taken in conjmnc-
2 '2 
tlon with aj + ag « 1 fro-ridee the solmtton 
Siibstttnting •these iraiiaei ©f a^ aa€ a^^ Into the eftimatoi' and Into 
the variance fmctlom* we have after stmflificatton 
~ + ^2 
TTq m 
^ I in 
The conetant Q» aa a eoaeept. Is fhttotophlcally analogoms to the con­
cept of the eoaatant, B, ©ecwrrtng in the r«f*e»»l©n estimator, 
Xj cx 4 B(f - y I, where B for the pepiilation waier staiy i« known from 
prevloms experience, Hansen, Hurwita, ani Maiow (2) in their textbook. 
Sample Snrvey Methods ami Theory |2, p. 458) have ttile to say about B. 
M B' were known the mse of this estimator womM be 
desirable because it is relatively siacipl# and because among 
the alternatives mentioned It has the smallest sampltag 
error, Usnally B is not known, bmt il tt can be approxi«-
mated from past data @r experience the simplicity ©I (he 
estimator is retained althomgh flie variance will be some­
what Increased In many practical prcfelems, an 
approximate valme of B is not known in advance, and 
12 
wt(i« iefajrtwi»es from Ih© torn® mlm may tecr«as<S the 
vartaac# coasiietahly. Th«ii It may fiay to make am 
©ftliaate of B from the sample. 
These eemments cms.ce,t®iag B, althot^h aot necessarily directly appli 
caMe t© Q, itiilcate the aatiwe of O. 
»! S| 
It i# emfhasijiei that Q « —• E* ^ is a conttaittt an# ii iiaiependeat 
©f any sampltog fe««lts. toi fact tt «h0ttl4 he detersiiae-i ia advance of 
sampling and, of comrte, strictly adhered to regardlens of the outcome 
of the sampling refmlls* On the ether hand. Q is completely determined | 
hy the "rmle»« adopted for d«t«rmintng Determination of ng-rnles 
i 
will he considered in later lecti^i. 
D. Variahle Weighting Fr©cedar« for Estimating T 
Since it i« deiirahle to «s« a* much cwrrent information as posaihle 
in determining the appropriate cond^ination of the two samplei, we in-
v e i t i g a t e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e a t i m a t o r  f o r  t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  m e a n ,  ' f t  
where 
n^ 
J, as — , 1 -p s . 
1 ® 2  1 2  
le, of conree, the arithmetic mean y of the pooled sample of nj -f n^ 
Now since t» a variable, p if a variable and dependent on the 
results of the first step. 
y is a biased estimator as is shown by the following argwment. 
13 
Efp s E'E»' [f?i •«• C J - P^"^2] 
Mf - m fj 
- E -  [ P i r i  + (I -P) H-n, 3 
r M Nf - n f. n 
P(r,-«4 -R:H^']  
» 1^ Co¥|p,yj)  + f .  • • t lS)  
J. 
tk« rule for &g, and thwf thm fiiJl^ for • is aweSi lhat p aai y| ar« in.de-
peni«nt *tben is an mlilaf«i #»tlnaator. U Itoy ar« not tndep«ndenl; 
th,«n Ih® bias is ief»end«nt apon tfe« faritenlar rwl« for dstttrnototng a^* 
Tk« variaac® ol y^ aiay b« d«riT«i In a niana«r analogoms lo that m«#d 
f©r Var y^. C©nstd®r tii# e»qp«ct«d mlm« of y^ • 
Ey J . E'E" [?"?•, + 2p( 1 - rty 1 Fj + (1 -P)" y I ] ('*) 
. E' [p> y » + 2p( 1 .p) y+ (1 -p)'f | + {1 -p)» Var (y^ | ATj)] 
E 
S E' ^ f i  + ] + m % U p f  VarCy^ | fTj) 
Ey J . a ft + Yar [py^ |l.p) fJ + Var {y^ I 
~  . Nf-a,yj  
Traaspoatng and afiintitttttng fg a w# ean write affc«r som® 
simflifieatiom 
Var » V»r [^p(yj-Y) - + E'(l-p)' Var (y^ | TT^). (16) 
For an inltnlt® pop-alatioa M •.——> 00 sisnafflillcatioas can b« mad® and we 
cam writ® 
'  '  '  " " "  '  '  ' '  '  ' • '  " ' • " '  ' '  ' " "  I '  I  • '  I . I '  
'For certain statements it is s«lflci®nt to replace 'independent' by 'not 
correlated'. 
14 
gt 
Vay y .»Var p(yj - -g? 
2 
s* 
• Vat p(yj - f) « -X E pli-jpj . (nj 
1 
CottiU#!* tli« Itrst term wMeh i» a y&ri&nm ol a proimctj jL«t F» Ep » 
E' 
2 1 
V«r p(yj - 7) . E' [(p-P)(yj--n + P(yj-f) ] - [E p(yi - t^] 
= S' [(p-f^» €i-Tl' + ZP(p-«(y!-?)»] + P' Var iFj 
-CoT^f .y^) ,  (18)  
Comsli«7 Ihft $«coai tm-gm wMek is an exfeetei "ralue of a froiliiet-: 
B* f-
yJ E« ftl-pl .» ^ [PI i-a .  Vay p] ,  im 
Comhi&lng lw~© simplifidii tttrixi« w@ wriN 
'Var y « (F - Va* p) - Cov* CP*Fil + 
•* ' 1 
+ 2F ;£ Cp-f)(yj-f |*.  
If p ani y aye iwiepetideiJl th® vat*iaaee of y^ to 
Tary^« ~ F. (2l)  
'jp lij * ' 
— *^ 1 — s» 1 TM» In coajmclton with -p* E* sr~ir—• yi®Ws. Var y„ » S* E' -""Tr-
which gi¥@8 the reasonahite r«smlt that y ha» a fr«ci8lon Ittce that of a mean Jr 
15 
feasei oaaa saaiyl® sixs ©f 
Yh» fQllowtag w@ll kmowa facti will hm nm4 t© axarote® lh« varlaac# 
function, v.. y^fov U. Lading t«rn.= 
(aj  EJmfJ « i :mET'+CW^w,^J 
|l») Coir in, v| "1 VTaf m X/WFT* (22) 
.4 (c, .  sa^ .  
W® cam w*tl® 
.1 f i)  -  f r  » Tar p r&t yi. (23) 
E{p*P)*(frW • Va? p Tar f^f Cor if^ - f)*] 
- T»ir p Var y^+ y VVar(yj-T)* 
Tar f Tar Tar p Tar y^VF^IH^ Vp^lyJFl -
2F(ECp-]^|yi-f)»*iPGm [Cp.f|,f 
- IP VTar(f*#)' VTar(yj-f)* 
1 2pV Tar p Tar fj . (25) 
lii.a«rltei kfe®s<e felir#®' r«s»lt« tot© ft,© vmrianis* fuaetioti we can wriie 
Var Yp 1 F Var y, [l - Vp^W-l 
+  Z \ / V a r i .  V 0 2 ( y i ) - l ] .  ( 2 6 )  
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basic objective will be to aoeet aa expect*# cost we must aeceswarily astimse 
a coit fwnctioa. We are mot concerned at pretent in discttising tbe relative 
merit# of tbe many alternative cost fmnctions but shall be iatisfie# to recog­
nize that they exi«t ani o-nly consider in detail ttie coneeqmences of the 
simple two-step cost fwction C ssc ^ nj 4- '*here ECj « C when 
the popnlatioa is large. We fpecifically recognize that the average cost 
for ttj observations is lre«|w,ently different from'the average cost for a-
sample of sise aad althomgh we shall not consider this cost altoiation 
we sifggest that it might be satis^ftctorily handled by the above cost function 
with the addition of an Independently determined weighting factor* 5, where 
Ec J » C and Ecg » 5^. However* In a later section we shall discuss briefly 
a cost fimctioa of the form, C ja^ + where Ecjn^j »ea^, Ec^nl' « cn^g 
for n^ fixed. 
The relationship between sample siae and cost is of primary importance 
la this investigation. In the first place we shall assume that there is a 
cost value, c^t associated with the i-th unit in the population. The distribu­
tion of these C|-valwea will be referred to as the basic cost distribution. 
This assumption appears to b# appropriate in sU;uations in which a linear" 
cost function can be taken to describe 'the cost adequately. For example, 
in city surveys involving personal interviews the travel cost wltbia the 
city is usually negligible and. the cost per sampling mlt is almost exclu­
sively that of Interviewing. The desire to control cost implies limited re­
sources. 
The following terminology will be used in discussing cost. 
C| is the coat associated with the i-th unit in the population. 
UjC J » i:'C| s C^j is the actual cost of the first step sample. 
If 
-=A2 is ih# aetwal coat of the second «t©p sampl®. S' in-
cates iiimmatloa oT«r tti# 
Ca"=A1 + Ca2 a!njC| + ^2^2 total cost of the whole sample. 
is a random variaMe. 
Cp is a planning bttdget and is less than the total resowrces 
available. 
Hq > 0 is the minimnm. second step sample. This insures that a 
second step will be taken. 
The act«al cost may be written as 
«(ni  + n |)c J + -  Cjl  (29) 
where we have split the total cost into two parts. The second part is zero 
If the cost per nnit in the second step, c^t happens to be the same as Cp 
the observed average cost in the first step. The total cost is then given 
by the first term, (n^ + This suggests that if we set (n^ + ~ 
Cp it will provide a rwle for the determination of which wttl 'control* 
the total cost. Also the above proposed rmle is based on the resnlts of 
the first step sample. However, since Cj is a random variable it is pos­
sible that the actmal cost of the first step sample may exceed the bndget, 
Cp. This wowld give rise to meaningless negative values for n^ and there­
fore the above rmle must be modified. For jflie above reason and other 
practical considerations we adopt the limitation that n^ > 0 will be the mini-
mwm second step sample slae. Thns n, + n- is .the minimum, total sample 
C 
size.. Then with Ike aid of a critical unit cost value, c« * •. ••X-..,, the follow-
10 
ing rule is propose.d. 
20 
mut 
c 
» J. if c J < C0 (.SO) 
ttjj » oth« rwt s e. 
Th® ahoT« r«l« io«« »ot spseify how Hj and should b« chosen. In 
f#n®3pal fehey will b« d®t®5r»teed sojnewhal: simnllan«6«sly with a compromist 
b©trw««n th« desired precision and allowaW# hadget. An lner«as« in C 
Jr 
should give an increase In @^pect«d precision and th«r«fore it is desirable 
to peg Cp as high as is ©ompatibl® with the limited resources and o-ther 
objectives, such as desire to stay «»w|thia" the budget. An increase in n.j^ 
will increase the precision of c^and thereby the variation In will be 
minimised,and thus providing better control on the variation in total cost. 
Furtiber information maybe garnered as we tovestigate the consequences 
of the above rule oa cost and precision. 
F. Consefuences of the aj,-rule oa Total 'Cost 
to the investigation of th# consequences of the n^j-rule, the following 
additional concepts and notation will be used. 
Cq » -g is the critical value in the n2-rule. It is a truncation 
point in the' distribution of Cj-values. 
Pj «Prob(Cj < Cq) is the probability that an average cost, c^, in the 
first step is less than the critical value, C0. 
Pg » 1 - F| is the complement of 
E'j is an operator indicating expectation over the truncated 
distribution of Cj-values corresponding to the range 
^ i < C g .  
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is an operator iai.teat'ing «xp®ctation corr«apoa<llng to 
thm rang® c ^  ? c,q. 
is an operator lor th« variance of the trnncated distribu­
tion corresponding to the range c j < Cg. 
1. an oj.«top for th. varUBc. of th. Iruncafd di.lrttu-
tion corresponding to the range Cj - Cq. 
»E|C| if the mean of the truncated dlstrlbntlon corresponding 
to the range 'c j < Cq, 
C| is the mean of trwncaled distribtJMtion of c j-valnes corres-
— > 
ponding to- the range Cj - Cq. 
The asterisk l« msed here to refer to the truncated distribwtlons, whUe 
the stthecrtpts 1 and 2 refer to the lower and mpper truncated distributions. 
W. con.U,r th. ,«.cl ot th. n^-rul. OB th. .Kp.ct.d valu. M th. 
total cost. The rule a« stated implies that Ug >H-nj is impossible, there­
fore it will be necessary to consider N large, St&stituting from the rule 
into the equation for total cost and taking the appropriate eexpectations we 
obtain the following* 
C - n c, 
" ^ p ^ ^ if c J < Cq 
*"A c nc ^^^1" 
EC^ » PjE'jE" [Cy + ^ (c^ - c j)] 4- 1 + 
?J 
CI "I3t C 
«FjE' [Cp-h ^L12 ce . C j)] + FgE'^^^jCj + n^e) (31) 
a PjC E'j f .  - FjttjC • HjCFjCTf + FgG-ll + 
22 
a Fj Cp m\ e 
aCpeCPjEI ^  + ^2 4-^)* <32) 
In IM« form we not® that lh« @aqp®€ted cost will differ from the planning 
budget* Cp» by & factor depending on the ea^reiiion in the bracket. The 
valne of the bracket depends on the distribution of coit and the choice of 
the critical yalue, We postpone further diicusiton until after the 
examination of the effect of the n^-rule on tte variance of total cost. 
The variance of the total coft may be derived as follows, 
Var • 
We can express to Wi® following forms 
EC^ ®F2E|E"(njCj 4* ^0^2^ 
•PjE 'l^njCj + n^e) 4- "«* *^§^1 
» FjinjCj* + CE| ©2^ * 
The expected value of C^. EC^ « + F^EIE^'Cj^, wUl be consider­
ed termwise. First we consider the eapretsioa E'jjE"C^. 
EiE"CX -E'l E"(n'j ^  |) 
a E'lfttjCJ 4- »2 V'ar \  T T i )  
si{n^C^ + •^E'jngj' • Y^lttjCj-fng^ • i:|n| Var^c^ | TTih 
23 
2 
Com We* tbe ei^resiion E*^  £"0^. 
®i®2 •*" 
S  (bjCj + n^Cf + m\ n* Var (c^ t  /Tj)  
• (njfl 4 f S^n| Tartc^ | TT j). (35) 
E®eo»blni»g ihmm ea^ressioas aai •wbsHtwtiag la fclte eaqpressloa, 
Var C^ *i:C^ -
Var -^**1^1 + *^0^^ 
+ 1=1=2®! • Pj^kVc + + 5Einj,C)' + P^lniei + n^C)'. 
• [Plf^l^^l + + PzlnjC'l + "igC )J ^ . (36) 
Expaadlag the last term as a btaomial aai tii«a combialag it with the two 
pf«.eedlag tevma pjrodmcei, aft«i? some simplifleatloa* th« result 
(Pj-FfHa^ei + m\n^f + lF2-F|Mai€"% + a^^ f 
* 2FjF2(a|€'*j + ^Ela^MajS'l + UqC). (37) 
Staee F| ~ j^i " 3P| «3qjr«i®toB tiaapltfies to 
J 
FjPg '  ®§^] * • 
laserting this simpltfieatioa ia th« ®»:pi'««sioa. Tar C^. we write the variaate 
of the total coat as 
Tar -Fj^llaji^+a^C) + + S| Fj^l^a^) -f SjF^a^ 
r  -i^ 
+ FlP^LajC^^ - 'Sf} + eiE'ja^-aQy . (39) 
M 
to the ahoire varlaaee formula tht two «xpressloni# and 
Tai*"| |a|©j + n^S^'tavolve the reelproeal ©I the vaiftable, Cj, as they to-
rolv® n^. 
To iiaapitly we ute, im ¥j - e^, the eaqprtsslew 
— » ** C| » (I  + whef® S « —— . Theia Wif m&y waftt# 
•^*1 
C  ^ € c J - G % 
•-* *• Wj « <—* (1 •• •""•gi^i." ^ « a J (40) 
ij €»j 1 • 
the validity of which will be exanalaed Im a late* s«cll©», Hsiag 
(40) we ©Main 
•^2 » -r® - a, (41) 
•Cc C C 
Employing thete appir®K'lmati©as we can a©w write 
Var i »>i(ni - Vl(c,) + P^n' V^(Ci) 
c 
+ ®c *"1 < - -l' ^  ®c»'2''o <«> 
r H 2 
Th® •paraaaeterf C and S* stem from the baite coit d4stribtttl®» while 
Cp. «ij» Oq aad 0Q are de«iga parameters at the disposal of the sampler. 
The derived fttantltles,- P|t F^r S"l,V^j(«j^),- aad¥'|(i'j) are of course 
2S 
iepeaieat «poa the aboir© parmmet^yi, Iji 'the tt«xt seetion we coattnme the 
iiscmsstoa ©f the above foraaMat umier the reatoimbl# aaswaapttoa that Cj 
ii B.o*m,aJUly dlstirlbiitti aai ho|>«» thoreby# to ®h#4 mtm light on th« Judt-
etott# s«l«<jtioii of -the design payauaieters. 
If »! 1« not too small w© ««y ajjiiroxtwiat® th# diatribttliom of Cj by the 
tto-ymal iiftribrntloa, lf|0, h l^ater w« ®toll msod to eowttt^ef th« ttiwleir-
lyiag basie eoit ilatribrntion, whoa® jwtam aad irayiamc© are C amd ar|, from 
which the diiitribttttoa of i"j it i^rtved. W« shall fiwtheaf assume that the 
0" 
coefficieat ©I -rariation, c , is tttffieleatty iia^all so 'that the approximation, 
i« reasonably jastifiei. 
The formwlaa for the «q»eeted valme of total cott and the -rarlance of 
total «o»t involved the ea^tesaion* 0*j, ^1* ¥"^<0 j), and V'^fcjJ, Since 
these easpreisions are the meant an# varltetnees of trmncated normals, they 
may be e:^ress«d In terms of the eharaeteristies of the normal distribu­
tions as follows: 
JBffe€t of 'the n^^rwle on Total Cott wader 
the A»i«mptio% of Mormality 
^ , 1 . 1  1  JE« a - s . 
e Eli", 
*"1 * * r i  
(45) 
m 
m 
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flf rf ^4 
!• 1 
^ ^ € 4 
vv=i' = ^ •'z'-^o' • '^1 - ®>' = I- ''2<-V - ^ <*" 
2 2 1>| 
Cq  - Cj ^ 
wfee*"©, X q 9  , Z q is tli« ofdiuale @f tfe® staadairi normal disljrlbwtlon 
at Xq, Fj *Fseo# fCj < e^J «Frol3 {ac< at^J, ^ - Pj» 
X f .  3C* 
, f - T 
iig^x J * :'""" I ^ ® ^ 
VI rr 7 
0 
ctaaf aai &tem«trtcia,ns |6|. W« tncorjpoirat# tfees® ej^yetsloms into the 
fe^fmalas l@i? #a^@etei t®tai. eosl moM mftstnc® &i total coit. To lacttitate 
the writlttg -of the iormxiMs we emplef the feliowfag aiditloaal notation; 
®§ 
Aq » ~ Is the fyaetloaal pai-t that the mialmtjaa pecowd step sample 
1 
«i» i® of the first step sample «1«@. 
r 
mm 
« ea « is the coefficteat ©f variattoB of the distHhution of average 
'€osta. 
0 b » y is the 3eati© of 'the osriteate at ss.^ to Wr (x < in the normal 
ilftrlhutioa. 
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^ . *0 
w: ^ . 
c" 0 X,. s If a eonyentent symbol. 
e  " o  i - b  
c .. 
We may now rewrite efwlion |43) as foU©w8 
EC, 5e5 
e-
c 
4 1 - Fi ) 
C C ^ ®~ ®0 
f ® . 
^r- 1 
*0 
+1) 
c„e 
I 1. 
r 
'0 
'§ 
c C 
t  IJ « ^  iF,q+ 1) .  
«0 ^ 
We may alio rewrite eqwatloa {44} ag follows 
2i 
*P, 
-
>* 
« —s— 
c» ' 
e ^  zi 
e 
e«pf 1 J 
+ ^2"' 
I w  
'z'-'^o* 1 !£' 
P|. 
f PlUj 
r« 
c 
Le(i 
.Ci-i.,.,. - a. 
^P, 
+ P^njiiQ 
^1 
r z, 
L e a  ^  ^  
- (Rj  -I- Uq} 
Z P I 
Stnee + i4q|Cq 4 
1 •« 
r %, 
IP, 
i  -  ab  
as 1 + ax. 
1 + ax-
rr-iB =i + q • 
We may rewrite equation {51}^ after some stmplUicatioii, as follows 
m  
c. r 14. « -| 2 r *ll 
+ ^o) rHb J ["z'-o) - IT ] 
+ (52) 
+ *"10 + + ''o ••• ^1^2 * ^ 0>a ' Pjl • 
EC. r&t c. 
Th»«© two ej^reisioas, a»d --—* are aow to a form that may 
P Oi'®! 
shed some light &n the selsetion of the two design jparameters n| and c^. 
This we attempt to d© in th# next seetloa. 
H. The Beterminatlon of the Besign 
Farameteri,' n|i «0 and Cq 
In the application of the two step design there are init'ial deeisions# such 
as the allowable bndget and the desired precision of estimates, that muet 
be made. The budget and the es^eeted number of observations needed for 
an acceptable level of precision are msoally Jointly determined and are 
based on advance estimates of costs and varianees. fhe two-step design 
provides a cheek on 'the eoit estimate and thus gmrds against "overspending**, 
iiet i^'and n* be the advante estimates of the average cost and the de-> 
sired number of observations respectively.The simple formula, 
C «n' i"S may be used to determine the planning budget, G • The allow-iP JP 
able budget, B, is greater than which is more of a target budget than a 
Mr 
true budget. How much larger- B should be than C depends on how much 
Jr 
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of a safeguard against overijpendtng l» deslrod. Now ttiat C^. a reason­
able target budget, has been determined we may determine the design 
parameters n^ and e^, 
fheae design parameters must, of courte, satisfy the critical equation 
(ttj + n^JCQ a Cp «n'j i"'. Further we can reitrict the family of possible 
designs by practical consideratlonis Neither n| nor n^ should be chosen 
.0 smaU that the organl«Hon ol a .urvey .tep ol alio nj or i. admlnl.-
tratlvtly not feasible* Moreoirer the advance wlue of ¥• can be utilised 
>— **§ > to Impose the restriction « c* or a a — - I, the rea-ion for which will 
• i' 
be apparent from the subsequent tabulations. The practical procedure 
which we suggest for a choice of a design Is now as fotowss 
(1) ng .ho«ld be cho.en a.  .mall a.  aaminlatrattvely £.a.B.le which t .  
justified by the discussion ^feh foEows. 
^0 (2) Guided by the tabulations below a judicious choice of a « — should 
be made and hence Cq •« a i"' computed. 
(3) nj may now b. computed by the crlHcal equation (Uj + n^) c^ = Cp. 
However, the choice of a In (2) is not acceptable If nj so computed 
is not admlnlstratlTely feasible. 
In order to show the -effect of 'various choices of the design parameters 
EC. 
on -M we Introduce the followtng notation and concepts. 
•p 
Cp « n« c* Is tiie efttatlon for determining the planning budget, Cp, 
where n* and c' are advance estimates of desired sample 
slae and the average unit cost. 
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Cq S ac' 
pS" «i*' 
y « « 
a(a «a') 
a«»| 
dj -  n„/nj 
is the #©rmiila lor €«t©rmlntag th® erltleal mlue c^, i. ©., 
C.Q Is at in'«ltipi« of c*. a will be d®t#rmiii®d depending 
oa the irariatiott iia wiit eosts. % will be greater than or 
efoal t© mity. 
is .the «f«tation whi^h defines p, a measmre of tiie accuracy 
of the estismate, i*', of eourse, is unknown, p a 1 
means the advanee estimate Is the true average cost. 
is the equation which defines t» t^® value of c^ relative 
to C. If ft « 1 and pal then y a I and the critical value 
wo^d be ffcsed at the true average. 
represents the coefficient of variation of i'j when a sa*. 
represents the »i*e ©f the first step .sample when a »o', 
is an auxiliary parameter held fixed ia our tabulations. 
We e^^ress -the formula for ei^ected cost in terms of the above nota­
tion. 
e  
-t- b 
1 -T •I* 1 
- b 
1 ^^iiir..iir iiiNi •!* b 
"'t * ^ (S3) 
The effect on expected cost of a change in a, which is equivalent to a change 
'in Cq, is somewhat complex, since a« b, and Fj depend on a. Since p is 
unknown we shall consider .the effect of a change in a, since a is at the 
disposal of the sampler, for the 'three situations, (1) P * 1# t. e., when 
31 
the mdvaace estimate, €',• is In fact the true average €©st, (2) p > 2, i.e., 
the advance eitimate ts aa overestimate, and (3J p < i, i. e., when ¥' is 
lets thaa C. 
We dls«tif s first the case a i aad illustrate the effecst on the expected 
eost of a change in a, whieh is eqaivalent to a change in Cq.. TO show this 
change we eitaWish the following refereaeej When Cq as^ we asaiaiiie the 
coefficient of variation of average cost to he the has® value, kj,  i .  e. ,  
when a a 1, a{® a 1) akj. Then when a * a*. a(a « a*) «kjV5^ as is shown 
by the following argnment. $tece 
Cp »|nj n..^C0 a | l  4- d0)n|ai^ an'c '  we may write n^a » .  
ef_ 
Also, since a a ———' we may write Va, a « aa- where, for a fixed 1 ^ 0  
basic^ rast distrfbatloa, a^ is a^ constant.- It Uien follows - that 
V n ^ C a  « a ( a a a j ^  V i ^  
Vnj(. =»j) ' »T»^> * 
Thus if when a a I, itfa a 1| ask^ we may write a(a aa*) akj\/a"*" ' . For three 
different valaes of k., and. for valaes of a ranging from 1 to 3 we have 
EC. 
computed valaes of aad the results are listed ia Table I. 
P  
The argaments ia Table 1 may 'therefore be described as followss We 
fix a valae of ® jp" • compate sample si«e*, 
Hi' C# 'GT 
n|<a a ss « -r—JE—~ , then afa » 1) ak^ a 
h 'S'II+^qI eVnjCa a 1) 
®0 
is the coe^icieat of variation of the average cost' while « a as before. 
e* 
EC. 
Table 1. The effect on. esq^eeted cost as reflected by iiatoes of of a chaage to the 
critical valw c^ for di&erent ^mlmes of coeHtctent of mr^tioa of Uie first 
step mean, c,, ^en. the advance estimate of a^rage cost is the trwe awrage 
cost 
—1.1® 1.10—TTfi—t7w—rm—rrrs—i. m—srw 
ks0.1 
—— .mm .1025 .1049 *1®95 .1140 .11S3 .1225 .1323 .1414 .1732 
Xq . mm . 488§ . f53S 1.825S 2. 6311 3. 3g07 4.0S26 5.4 7. 071111. 5467 
Fj .S§i® .6S72 .82fS .f66l . ff57 
EC* 
1.043 1.023 1.012 1.003 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 l.OOO 
P 
k»0.2 
—a .2000 .2049 ,20fa .Ilfl . 22S0 .2366 .2450 . 2646 . 2828 . 3464 
Xq .0000 .2440 ,4767 , f 129 1,3156 1.6f18 2,0412 2. S347 3.5356 5.7735 
Pj .5000 .5964 .6832 .Slf4 .9059 .9547 .9794 .9977 .9998 .9999 
ECS 
1.095 1.073 1.055 1.032 l.Oli l.tiO 1.005 I. ©01 1.000 1.000 
•p 
k = 0.3 
a .3000 .3074 .3146 .32SS .3421 .3550 .3674 .3969 .4243 .5196 
Xq .0000 .1627 .3178 .60S6 . S817 1,1269 1.3608 1.S89S 2.3570 3.8490 
Pj .5000 .5646 .6247 .72S6 .SI10 .8701 .9132 .9706 .9907 .9999 
EC 
1.157 1.133 1.111 1.083 1.062 1.045 1.033 1.015 1.006 1.000 
Ut 
m  
34 
For emmple wh®n ^ » 1, « « 1, and * 0. 3 we have « « 0.3, Xq » 0, 
P, s! 0. 5 and b » 0. 7979* and when these values are substituted In the 
EC. 
equation for expected cost w® find » i. 157, i. e., the expected 
P 
cost will exceed the target budget by 15. 7 percent. If a a 2 we have 
a(a s 2| « a(a a 1| k j s 0. 3 /X « 0.4243, » 2. 3S7§. « 0. ff07, 
b a 0. 0250 and s i. 006. ,1a the situation so specified we tee that 
if Cq is increased to twice the estimate '¥% that we decrease the bias in 
the expected cost frora IS. 7 to 0.6 percent. I.e., we effectively elim­
inate the bla«. 
From the table we also observe that when the basic cost dlstrlbutioa 
li less variable than the situation dtscutsed above we obtain, a decrease 
In bias due to a decrease in the coefficient of variation. For example. If 
kj « 0. 1 Initead of kj » 0,3, we find that for a s l, we get a decrease In 
bias from 15. 7 to 4. 3 percent. When we let a = 2. 00, we find that the 
bias has been effectively eliminated. In fact a value of a » 1. 30 effectively 
eliminates the bias In this situation. 
For the cases p  >  1  and p< 1  we illustrate the effect on expected cost' 
of a change In c^ by assuming that the coefficient of variation In the basic 
cost distribution Is conrtant under any change of the mean. Under this 
assumption the fixing of a Is equivalent to determining a regardless of 
the relative position of 0 and Cq. We can then eatress the expected value 
of as a function of p, or more speclftcally as a function of with 
a fixed. For different values of a, and for values of f ranging from 10% to 
EC. 
130%. we hav. computed oi . The re.uU. are listed in 
P 
Table I. It Is obvious from, the table that If the 
EC. 
Table 2. The eHect on expected eo.t a. reflected by ol of the 
P 
misjttdg^e&t of the advaace estimate of average cost, as measmrei 
by y s -5^ witti  eoe^icieBfcs of mriatioa of a = 0,05, 0.1, 0. 2, 0,3 
r a = §. 05 a «0. 1 a =0.2 a » 0.3 
1.30 l.OOi 1.0001 1.0112 1.042S 
1.20 l.®«® 1. ®il6 1.024f • 1.067S 
1. 10 1.00®6 1.0105 1.0503 1.1044 
l.fl5 1,0f47 1.0224 1.06f7 I, 12S5 
1.00 1, ®20S 1.0433 1, if 49 1.1573 
95 I. §514 1.0761 1.1273 1. 1919 
90 1.1116 1. 1220 1.1681 i. 2333 
S0 1.2500 1.2514 I. 27S0 1,3413 
T0 1.42S5 1.42S6 1.4422 1*4944 
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advance ealimate of eost uaderesttoates the tru« eost the bias will increase 
wbtte an overestimate decreates the bias in the expected cost. However* 
one -shottld not be too pessirolatic in making advance eitimates for average 
cost since tber® are other objectives that are iroportant. For example, 
one of the ba»ic aaiumptioni in this development ii that the average cost 
of n, ob.«rvatton. I. the .ame .a the average co.t of observation.. 
Now Ihif asstumption is generally realistic if n^ and n^ are approximately 
equal. U d^ and are held fixed, we find that an increase in Cq is accom­
panied by a decrease to n^ and by an increase in the expected valme of n^. 
Thu. at time, it may b. de.iraWe to choo.e a .mall in order to balance nj 
and n^,# even Ihomgh this may involve more rl»k in exceeding the budget. 
The variance of total cost is also affected by the choice of c^. We will 
discttis thl® sltmtlon *»der the condition that l» negligible. Then the 
variance of given by JCqnation |44) become# 
Thu. we .ee tha. the varUnce o£ varle. Inver.ely with n, when i. 
fixed. Now when if fixed an increate in nj naeans a decrease in Cq. 
Thtts a decrease in Cq will decrease the variance. ' & the case of the two-
step sample there are two sources that affect the variation in total costs 
Var C. » I ®c f ( -2- nJ «r* A ^ i 1 c C54J 
{ 5 5 }  
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(IJ Ihe mrlaHoa tm tli« baste eo«t ilftrfbutlon and. fl)  the variation, in 112* 
the 8i%m &i the second step sample. is chosen lasrge enough that the 
•eo@fficie»t of variatioa, of i"j Is »f»aW then ng will he determined ia a more 
or l.e«s stable mmntmv th«s temdlBg to keep the "variance of total cost rela­
tively lower., So.for aaother reas©a,we tee that at times we may need 
to take more riik in laeetlag the eaepeeted €ost «o ac to eoatrol the varl-
aace of the €o»t. 
It has been est8ri>lt»hed that a decrease In the coefiticlent of variation 
of the distrfb^tttion of C vrttl, with other faetors reinainiag constant, 
decreaie the bias. When !• ftited n^ + n^ is fteed, and we can make 
a J larger by choosing small. Since the coeffleieat of variation depends 
tov«r.ely onVn^ tt ...B.. do.ir.We to tdvi.e th.1 be made a. .mall 
as adnainietratively feailMe. The above discussion thould be helpfol in 
choosing ttjj .  c^, aadnj. 
I. The Effect of the n^-rwle on the Estimator* y^^ 
The eetimator y^ « .^md its variance, ^ , 
are affected by the n^-^Jf^le through the quantity, 
S«-
«i f g  
-ir • S« °2 
ia tht« scheme of eittoaatlon the qnamtity Q mmst be determined by jndg-
ment of the sampler. Fast data and past e;8;perlewee are indispensable 
In the formation of tnch jmdfment. Q., of cowrie, if completely 
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determined by tts fornatila bmt depends on nnfenown parameterf. However, 
if cost and the variance of the cbaracleristic are independent an mpper 
bownd for Q can be determined as follows. 
gt 
y 
% The rnle, n- « ' n, if c, < 0# and n, • n. otherwise, implies that 
** * *" 
•Cj 
n^ - n^ regardletf of the value of g j. H we replace n^ by n^ in the forneittla 
< foT Q we have Q * ~ . Tku» an ttpper bowad for Q it given and any adjusk-
0 
ment on this valwe of Q shoidd be based on the sampler's best jtidgment. 
J, Conieqmeneei of the Adoption of the n^-jrnle on 
the Ea^ected Yalme of the Esltmmtor, y„ 
P 
In Section © it wa® shown that 
Ey^ »Epyj+E|l-p)y2 ® ^ + ElfiHyrf" )• 
This reattll is Independent of any r«ie eoacerning n^. Therefore the effect 
of the ng-rwle of Section M on the ea^ected vatoe of y^ is through the term^ 
Ep{yj-f J&qjressing the n^-rwle in terms of p we haves 
P*n^2* "TT' ifej< C Q  
n 
ss J; other wife. 
Hj+no 
We can now write 
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"1=1 
Ep(7i - Y) .Pi E- (7, . f, + Pj n^(yi - n 
^l!?! - yi» + (^1 - I'2 n^*l<n - •f' 
iij n|C^ a 
s p j  ^  C o v ^ f C j y j )  +  -  f )  +  i m  
P P P 
where Gov* represents eovarlaace wer the raage correspoaitog to c, < c . 
P 
The last two termf 6fta be combtaed by tetrodwctag a S"^ + Cq - C'l aai 
simpiifyiag. The reialt Is 
Ep(yj - ?) = Fj ^ Cov<: (Jj, yj) + Pj ^ (Cj - e*,)(- n- (59) 
' P • P 
We eaa approximate the bla« by the followlag procedure 
Btasy^l^Fj ^ | Cov'^ <Cj. yj|^ -^ |(c^ - |f=| * "^1 
P P 
I I  
Thui the relative biat ia the estimator y„ is a fuactioa of the eoefficieat P 
of variation of the average co§t ia the first sample, the coefficteat of 
variatioa of -the character waderitady* aad. of course the *'piaaaed»'' sample 
siase. It i« clear that ia most iituatioas this bias will be aegligible. If P^ 
is small the first term will coataia most of the bias. Siace it is a product 
of the coefficieats of variatioa aad the reciprocal of the j^aaaed sample st«e 
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irtlittlve' bias sfeouli be quite smaU. 
K. Goasefitettces of the n^-rule oa the Va-Jrlaace 
of the Esttmatof 
" P  
The mi-iaiice of «py| + (1 - pfy^ will be 4eriTed ms follow# j 
V" Vp * = ^ - (Syp)' "I"! E'l E" yj + Pj 
- (Pi K'l E" ?j, + P2 E" Vp)'. (61) 
From, the 'reiwitt tm Section F we ^an write by aaalogy the followiRg 
, 2  
Va» yp « Pj [e'i p(yi -?) + ?] + Pj V'^ p(yj - ?) 
E'l Pi( 1 - P)» Var iy^ | /Tj) 
+ P2 [e^ P(yi - ?) + + PjVl p(yi-T) (62) 
tPjE^il -p)»Var(72| rTj) 
- [pJ E'l p(yi - « + f + PjE^ p(yi-lf) + f ] ^ . 
The simplification of the fit"«t, fourth aad last ter,m-s is earriei omt In a 
manaeir similar to -that euaplofei for the comparable expressions eacowtiter-
ed in ¥ar G * ia Sectloa T with the following restilt^ 
Var y^ .Pj [p(yj-f)] + P^V^ [p(?i-f>] 
+ PiE'i(l-p)* Var (yjjl TT",) + P2E'j(l-pl» Var (y^ | rT^) 
2 
+ [e| PtFj-f) - PlFj-f)] . 
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From the we hnv# whmn < ®0 
.and when. Cj^ « 0 
Suhitiltttteg th«i# results Into th« mh&re formitla an€ then after 8om« simpli­
fication wn ohtain 
Indicated «a^ectatioa»t Iwrther simplificatiom ©I terms coiddbe mad®. 
aath«r than deir®l«^ an algehraicallf eumberfom® forawla we propose to 
consider two »p@cial case*. In CSase 1 we will assmme independence of c 
and y, while in Case 2 we will neglect all terms involving P2 under the 
assumption » 0. 
Case 1. The assmaaption that c and y are Independent reduces the variance 
of y^ to the e.»gpr«s8ton Tar y^ « gX p ag was derived in Section D. Since 
By ea^andinf the variance of the product CjCyj-f^and talcing the 
4E 
l i j  a,  
? -"1=1 -SpTj ^ 
a,e, a,c^ 
P P 
- ^ l»'l =1 ^ P2Ei<=o» • 
P 
we emn write 
var Fp = ^ ^2°0' ' 
Now W ® f©*m«la, lemdmes to 
e 
Var y & . 
Case 2.' Th© asswrnpttoa « 0 implies F^ a I, ¥*j » V, aad E*j «E*. 
formulii for Var y reimces to 
F 
Vary & Var ei(yi-T) + 1 '  '  
to a maaaer ftrnttar to that ms«d ta S«ctioa © tbl« Idrnatsla r«<ittee» to 
S' C S* Var c I nl 
Var y ^ •••%•—• •  — • -— Cov*' fe,  f) 
P > ci c» ' 
»! 
+ ^  ElJj-0»(?!-?)»+2 — Sfii-CHyi-?) '  
p p 
wh.r.th«U.dtag.«mU,tv.nby 
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It is Inetxncti've to coasider the 
Var y - ^ ( PjC*! + Vo' 
P 
mnier the assumption that awrage costs ay« iistritomted aoriaally* e.g. 
r*). We rewrite the irartaace &i f as 
It was shown in Section G that f©r normal distribmtion 
PjC*! • -,r_ lo t Pi 
IS 
c g - e  
where ».q represents the ordinate at . and the area from <00 
e--€" ® 
to the same point, . We «an rewrite 
e  
gi 
•Var-'f » »^ + Cf Fj + €" Fg -J-
> e ' 
C 
* t? *0 ^ p € 
V" yp Cp , c , „ ®o - ^ 
—f ' ^ -'a* -r-0** IL# "SST' •*-' y C € c 
©0 - C 
« 1 +. ^ - *0 + ^2 -V- • (*^3^ 
c 
i5 
"•? c„-c 
Q  C -
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e 
Mow if we faiew 0 emctty, them a —c woiild lie the planned sample 
C ^ ^ 
sla© in » ©ne step sampltag scheme. Th« quaattty "far yp - ^ ®®*y 
P 
h© interpreted as th® difference hetween the variance of the mean of a 
one step scheme and the variance of the mean of our two-step scheme 
using the estimator, y^. Tiie above esipresston is evaluated at several 
Co v»lu.. tor dUferent coefflcleat. o£ vsrUtlon ol »v.«ge co.t and the 
results exhibited in Table 3. 
It will be noted that the entries in Table 3 are all negative. Thus 
the variance of our estimator, y^, is in fact smaller than ->[— which 
would be the variance for a one step sample of ai«e —« whose eacpected 
cct would m.e» ft. pUnning budget, C^,. ex«ay. Ih. re«o« for th. 
higher precision of the •two-step design is. of course, that its eaqjected 
C||»C 
cost exceeds'C^, particularly for small values of — w h e n  t h e r e  i s  a  
? 
correspondingly larger variance reduction indicated in Table 3. 
L. E.lte..tion ot V.rUn« of from th. Sample 
To estimate the variance of y^ from the sample we need only provide 
an appropriate estimate of the i|, which appears In the formula, Var y^ » 
Si O 
a ^ » Th* value of Q is determined from sources other than the 
sample. We assume N is infinite and consider the estimation of variance 
under three different sets of assumptions about the relationships between 
y and n^. 
M y and n^ are Independent then we propose the foEowing unbiased 
estimator, 
Table 3. FropGrtienal redttctten in Tmriamme of eompaired 
with one step sample of exacted cest C Jr 
- C Vsi" y -p y 
€ 
XT p 
c 
r r r ff r ar 
c 1 e . I c I e • 1 c i c ^ I 
^ 
e 
^ " F ¥ ^ •Q ' Tif 
o.i  -0.200 -0.ISS 080 -®. 040 -0.020 -0.§04 
Q.Z -0.153 -0. Ii2 -0.061 -0.031 -0.015 -0. 003 
0-4 -0.115 -0.077 -0. 046 -0.023 -e.oia -0.002 
0.6 -i.0S4 -0.056 -0. 034 -0.017 -0.008 -0.002 
0.8 -0.§6§ -O.040 -0.024 -0.012 -0.006 -0.001 
i.O -i. Q42 -i.028 -O.OiT -0. 008 -0. 004 -O.OOl 
i .2 .®.02S -O.Oif -0.011 -0.005 -0. 003 -0.000 
l .S •0.®15 -0.010 -i.006 -®.003 -t.OOl -0.000 
2.0 -0.004 -0.©03 -0. ©02 «i. 001 -0.000 -0.000 
2.5 -0.001 -t.OOl -0.000 -0.000 -0,080 -0.000 
3.0 -0. 0§© -0.000 -0.000 -0. 000 -0.000 -0.§00 
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+ir|57 (Vi - y/ 
.» 3: Ip . (75) 
y • Rj + ^2 ^ 
This estimator is equiv&lettt to ppoHng the two s&mplm§ from the first and 
aeeond itops and computing the yarianee by the formula 
, s' (y, - y*)^ 
*'r' 1 
where y* Is the overall mean of both iample*. To show Is unbiased we 
argue »» follow#; 
WpPHpT ^ 
sE. .. . .... ^ ^ 
a,' i '  1 ' "2 
(nj-l)(.«-S«) + (n,+nj-l>S» - S' + 
•='  
-S' ^  
mnri'W 
.S' + 0 - S»E' * ®'®' (n^+n J(n,+n^-1) 
stS* . 
The neact variance formula t» developed under the assumption n^ is 
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ini@l»«iident ©f vftrtanc® of y. Tit® psroposei etfcimator t« 
This ©stimatoar t« the pooled varta»€e ®f th« tw© tamples 
^1^,. it'K + CV''"! ("i-'K '"z"'*®' ES„®JE M •""""""'^ i I I..,.y,.-...i,ri.i.i.:i »jE* •""""" '"T"-^" "" '" 
y T ^2 - is ®i, ^2 * 
•l:'  '  —r- +s'»s'.  
1 2* 
Thtts th« estimator i« wBb4a««d. II®w«ver» If th« tajuple sisi®, n^t is not 
tadepeadent of y, we may u.«e th« following alternatlv® ttiBJaiated estimate, 
Qsf + gi 
-mr^ • ('»> 
Jtlthottgh y^ i® mnhiased regardless of ^the rettabillty of the data upon whieh 
Q ts based, any departure from ©ptlsniaia .Q, given by the formttla 
.Q»—: E' ^ .  
S| 2 
will reittlt in a loss in variance. However, If optimum Q ts wiity, moder­
ate departure a from optimmm will recisit in moderate loss in variance since 
C3 the quantity is not too iensltive to »i5aall change# in d. 
M. E.lUnaHon of V«Un.. of from Ih. Sampl. 
We shall discus i the estimation of the variance ©f y from th® sample Jr 
in the two special cases given in Section IC. 
4i 
Case 1. 
If ©"j and f J M.m tad#pead@at tli# varlaac# ©f is given by the formtila 
Var7p. i  [Pie^j + PjCgi] .  (79) 
uaay be estimated uabiasedly ag showa ia Sectioa h. It wai showa ia 
Sectioa G that ® ® 1 distyfliated aormally. To 
estimate the qaaatity ia bra<;ket.s, FjC"! + ^2^0 * '*® estimate 
"0 + ^1= + ^2=0 «" r<.a.onibl. ..wmpHon lh.1 i. dU.ri-
bated aoariai^ly. C# aad r eaa be estimated aabiasedly irom the sample 
la the ttsaal maaaer, is the ©fdiaate of itaadard aormal at y 
c 
Ga-G 
while Pj ts the atea mader the itaadard aormal to the left of --r— .. To i 0" 
estimate «q aad Fj it is ae€es®a*y to estimate ,. To estimate 
* e e 
we'sttbstitate the sample estiaoate ©f c aad s| iato the eagpressiom. How­
ever, this is aot aa aabiaiei estiimte, tiace it is eqaivaleatly a ratio 
estimator. The amoaat mi bias depeads primarily oa the precisioa of r _ 
c 
aad if a, ta aot too small the bias shoald be aegliglble. GTslag the sample 
e«»0 
estimate of tables of 'the itaadard aormal, aad Zq caa be 
6 A A 
estia^^ted. C&,J these estimates Pj aad »0. Thus aader the assamptioa 
that c J is diitribated aormally the ei^ressioa 
fit ^ ^ ^ ^ 
8^ a ^ - r + Pj c" -f (80^ 
Vp p « 
is aa estimator of War y^ althoagh it is slightly biased. 
4f 
If, to additiom to tfe« afswmptloa of ttBwl«pendeiMj« of i"j «ad yj, we 
assttntie I*g aegligible, 'the Tafiance «f becomes 
aai cam be estfeoated wab'lasedly from the samfilt by the ms-aal aample es-
ttaato. 01 SJ .nd g. 
Case 2. 
Here we asiotne t« aegltgtble. Stace e aad y are aot assmmeii. lade-
peadeat we ha-re the follewlag expres«i©» t© esttmatei 
We ihall preirtlde aa aabiaeed estimate ®f this eatire expreistoa as well as 
the aabtaeed eatlraiate ®f the leadtag term,. T® d© thts we eagpress the above 
variaaee fermwla fa terms of the blTarlate m©m«at« of the Jotot dlitrtba-
tlon of y aad c. We thea ceavert t© aa ea^reisioa tn terms of the bivariate 
eiimalaat® lEappas) aad thea by ase ef the k-ttatt«lte.t provide aa aabiased 
estiixiator. 
& the aotatioa to follow the first poatttea ta the doable subscript refers 
to the y-variable aad the leeoad.poslttoa to the €-variable. The symbol " 
refers to momeata aroaad the meaa ex-cept aad |4q,j which refer to 
the meaas theznst^es. 
Cov^ (c, f) 
(n - Wvi-'S)'^ ^ E(Cj - CXy^-Y)'. (81) 
P 
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We first coavetfe t© thm fetvariate moments. Th© first three terms con­
vert qtttte eatlly. 
(1) s ,-^-15 (2) y ,*^1 = ^20^02 
P P CJ c; 
("^T • 
p p 
The Wth term in the formula 1» treated a. follow. Let c, - C - Ac,. 
;s Ay| thi«n w« eaa write 
»! Jl! I;* Ac.. •, > 
^  E' ( -5p>^ 
P P 
s ~i l» ( r» aH-u + I S* Ac. H S' AV. 2 S* £^j. Ay,J 
a| C| feSjf ^ i< j * J 
1 
«!c| JE* js' t 4< S» Ay| iijyM S' ACj. Ac^ ) J 
+ cross product terms. 
Since all erosa product terms hMv& at least one teiependeat factor whose 
esgp®cted valm« 4i mro w« can write tbe afeove expression as follows: 
—-i—- E f 2^ + S y. + 4 i: I A f .  AC|,J{ Ay, 4&C« . 
«a r-2 * * i^k * ^ isfe * ^ j * J 
js^ 
Thms to, terms of btmrtafe® momentf th« fowrth term becomes 
°l'*22 ^ ''l'°r''*'20''o2 * I'll 
n« 
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"The fifth term 
2n» C 
— E(Cj -»•6)Cy| •• 
c* 
P 
be tr©at«i. comparable to the fourth term ami. rewritten as 
^ "ol "ZI 
e* 
^p 
Combtelng all five tmrms agate we have 
Varyp« »2§j*0i ^20 >*02 
ci c* p p 
1 p p 
We rewrite the ¥ar ia lerniB of blvarlate cmmulaats as follows 
'gjp 
:r . ^^ 20^01 ^'lO 02 i ,rt . 2 ^ ^ Yary^ _ Kjj+ ^oi ^21 Kzo^ox 
• 
c* c® ^ p p 
+ i K, 
(tt- ^  J£ 
"l^P 
r + . * if2 
" n,C' 1 p 
+ -i- ( 
-iCj 
^20^01 ^ ,J ^22 
C 
P 
"i^P 
c« p 
It ts known from blvariate cwnaulaiit theory that eaeh of the Kappas in 
the above formiila can be eatimated ianbia«eily by the corresponding fc-
statistie. These k statisties are listed below: 
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Let ®0l « 2* ej ®ll * 
®02 « S*c| *21 " ffyfc, 
®10 
It 
®12 ' s*yjc} 
®20 « Z* y| «» It .S' y} c} 
then the k-sfeatisttcs are 
k„. s  ^ ¥: %i 
I , I __ 
^20 * npT" *®20 " n ®l0' 
^11 ®i0-®01^-
^21 * (EpiHSp^ ^®2J " 
^®io®ii ®20®®i .  ^®io®oi 
. 4-n 
) 
I 
'I 
\ 
• 'zz* («j-ll(nj-2Knj-3) [(nj+1) 
2(iij+l) ®2|®Qi 
'22 
2(iij+lJ ®|2®io ®20'^02 
n I 
. ®®li®01*lO . ^®O2*!0 , ^®26*01 ^®10 
"T "'• "i:'" ' '-"I. T 'i;;' •""•' 'T' '• •"'nil111 •• —• 
1 
Consider k|j as an estimate o' find 
"i r 
Ek* J = Var kjj + liaejjp a IC 
1 1 
+ K'u 
where 
fj •= -S-J ^22 ^ Vo2 + -5^ Mr 
184) 
(85) 
m 
(87) 
(88) 
(8f) 
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Thtti , 1 n, 
+ spi Voz * 5^ K>J . (90) 
We hAve thaa htought ia two new -fwaalities and wlilcli «mit 
be eitli»at««i.. is an imMa,#®# estimiile ol we try «^-s 
an eittmate of 
where E 
.K^oKoj + kP °j (91) 
I o| 
L0 I 
n I Kaz-^nlr Kll 
=>^20''02=«20''02+ 47 <'2> 
Mow for Ih# lerm tnvolvtag Kq j K^j  we ftnd, 
E kgjk^j » EkgJ Ekgj. + Co'^kgJ, k^j) (931 
. K o j K j g + K p  ' J  ( 9 4 )  
i : :]  • where Kl I . ^  K„ 
ther.foire Elkoik^i) = Kgj K^g + ^ K^j,. (95) 
As an estimator for Ih# £iir»t term w© 
®^0l^20 ® ®^2§ * ^ei ^20 
^Qi^m * ^  [i 0] [° J 
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W® asaemMe th® preceding results as foilows: 
1ii^<V02l+ ^  K'n 
• iq ''zz ^ + 5pr i <'') 
»0l''21 * *22 + tKoiK21> 
=''0l''20 -(KQIKJO) + ^ Kzl 
* ^2.2 
®^2l ^21 • 
From these equations we •olv. for (KjoKoj), (KjiKji). K|ji and obtain 
*^I0 ^01 ® ®*^21^§1 * i ®^22 
%1 ^ 01 « ®^20^®i - "Ij (98J 
tt |*l n^-l 
"n ° (nj+lMnj-Z)  ^ 11 '  fnjtlMn,-2) ®'2o''o2 " nj(nj+H *^22 
*22 -
Since we wl»fe lo esttoate 
Var y . ' K,, + ^ K»j (99) 
' P p 'F 
we eoznbine lh« aboire solutions of K Into the same combination as they oceur 
in the -variance formtila* thus 
Var «E * 15^ ^22^ ^^20^01 * "5] ^21^ ^  ^22 
^ <ipT||np2) - FpiHipZ) - 9 4^ 1' 
P P P * 
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Th© fttanllty tosM® the bracket Is an unbiased estimator of the Var f , Jr 
c.Uth.expr...ion.v7p. 
— • I  1  Z I 
^20^01 * aSp ^2i ^ ^21^® 1 ^ ^ Ml 
S> C 
To e.tln>ate the leading term ol the variance formula we proceed 
P 
ma followss 
''g""' • •""••»"""""••' ® • • \102} 
P P P 
To estimate E^q K^j  we use the followlag results of the foregoing dis­
cussion 
s^ao^oi ' Kzo^oi + T; «2i 
Ekgj a Egi 
we can write 
• V0i ('") 
i 
which gives us as an uabiasei estimate of . 
M. Sorae Justification for toe Basic 
A«un.pt4ons Alfecttng the n^-rule 
The iefcerjroination of our n^-rule was based on cost \mder two basic 
assumptionsj (1) To each sanaplimg unit there is associated a cost value, 
C|» i a 1,... "The total cost Is a linear function of the sample size. 
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Aided to this we hmm mad«i nt tieo©! certain technical assumftiotts concera-
ing the •eoeffictent of mfiation of average cost, ete. It Is to be ea|»ected 
that for some tamfliog gtadi@« these asammiittoiif will he realistic while 
fer other® they may be fulte iaafprofrfeite. Cost records, in sufficient 
detail for a coaajplete cost aceoimling, from actual surveys which could be 
used to illustrate the'reaiomaMemeiS of certain assmnaption® and approxi­
mations were not readHy avaUable. However, the cost records for two 
surveys--one an urban furvey and the other a rural surrey--conducted by 
the Bepartment ©f Statiitics of the Iowa State College were in sufficient de­
tail and coiapletene.«« to permit a partial analyait from which we may judge 
the assumptions and approadmationt. 
The urban eurvey, A .Fork Preference Study, Project 1263, Sowa Agri-
Cttltural Ejcperimeat Station, wa« conducted in the City o£-B@s Moines. The 
data recorded to Table 4 is the length of the interview, i. e., time spent at 
the gampllag malt, for 3 IB different perional interview.®. Travel time and 
'tlxne spent on not-at-homes and refusals are not Included In the analysis. 
Even though it may be difficult t© establish the appropriate cost account­
ing procedure for d,eteriaalnlng each unit's cost, we submit these data as 
an example for iltaationf in. which it is reasoMible to make the asfumption 
that to each unit there is assoclaled a cost value and that the eaepected total 
cost is a linear function of the sample si*e, 'la the development of some of 
our forintdas we made the approximation Ei'SSg|-~ . In this survey we 
1 •1 i ' i 
find that E ^ a 0.03168 while « 0. §S§Oi, which would make the 
i -I 
approximation quite acceptable in many cases. 
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TaWe 4. Analysis of of iatei?vi«w« from the 
per sonal iateridew type awrreys 
|Th« ,F©rk Frefereae® Study was am mrhan sarvey 
while the Corn Fr#<Iit«tioa. Study was ruralj 
Fork Frefereaee Study Corn Froduf tioK Study 
in minutes Inlenrtew® 
f 
in minutes interviews 
X £ 
20 U 90 4 
25 m 105 6 
30 Sf 120 17 
35 60 135'  22 
40 4S ISO 16 
4S 39 165 13 
§0 8 180 13 
193 13 
210 11 
225 5 
240 6 
n * 315 n« 126 
X « 33.32 5 » 161.07 
®3£ ® T' 47 S X 7S.55 
»«. 
s 0. 224 ^ « 0.469 
X X 
0. 03001 ik ® 0.0062085 
Ej * 0.03160 £ — « 0.0065886 
'Sacludes'a major 'portion of'tlfee' dfeyfettd to'' iieW meaitit^isdinti. 
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Th® oth«r smi-rey, a Cora Frodmctioii Stttiy# Coopefattv# Frsject, Agri-
cittltmrai Marketiag Servtee a.«d Iowa Stat® College» was eondttctod la the 
central ti«r of Iowa to«atte« aai. Inirolved coMMesabl# traveling. The records 
were luffieleatly clear to assess the leagth of time ®p@»t at each saaapliag 
mlt for 126 interviews. Altiboiigh the interview was mot the only cost it 
seera« to be ©f imffielemt interest to analyse thea at an esmmple of longer 
interviewg. These data are also recorded In Table 4. Herein note that the 
coefficient of variation is considerably larger than in the city fnrvey, bnt 
•tm the appr«cta..llon E ^ aceeptaW.. 
Althongh the eorm production ttady was a stratified detign the field work 
was organiaed with only minor concern for strata bo«sidarief. After the 
sampling units were^ drawn, ten headquarters were eitabliihed and located 
so aa to realise certain economies and aiminlitrative conveniences. One 
interviewer was assigned, to each of these lo$al headquarters and charged 
with obtaining data from approaeijBsately twenty sampling nniti, i. e., farms. 
His iastrnctions were t© plan for »tsE- to eight work loads, or work mniti, 
which wottld permit him to visit his at signed farm* in iix to eight work 
days. Hi# travel was to bring him baek to his local headquarters each day 
except for those days when at the end of the day he fomd himself at a dis­
tance from headquarters where the cost of travel wonld emceed the stibsis'-
tence cost away from headqwarters. 
A total of 62 ttsable work load reports, inclading 159 sampling units, 
were admissible for stndy and analysis, .©ate in Table S were taken from 
these reports. Although we cannot assess, from the available records, a 
Table 5, Analysis of eost data ia the awvey« A Cofm Profcctlon Study, condmeted 
for the State of Iowa by the Stattsticsal laboratory under Project Mo. 
• 1263 of the Iowa Agrieoltmral E^eriment Sta-tlon 
"Ihiter-' ' ' Wori: Time sjpeat Distance 
viewer 
sistence Total cost Wo, of Average 
load in minmtes traveled inter­ cost p« 
in miles X views ialervii 
I 690 73 2.59 21.50 3 7,17 
2 420 99 ,97 15.67 2 7.S3 
3 660 1&3 .92 21. 33 3 7,11 
4 465 S6 14. 12 2 7,06 
5 4W 9f 15, 7® 2 7.S5 
2645 442 4.4S 8». 32 12 7,36 
1 515 111 19.47 2 9,74 
2 620 149 1.32 24.15 2 12, §8 
3 620 141 1.27 23.54 3 7.85 
4 4f5 16S .96 22.62 2 11,31 
5 66S 147 1.37 24,96 3 S.3E 
f2§ 149 .S5 25,6S 3 S.56 
3705 t65 5.77 140,42 15 9,36 
1 S70 S4 .70 17.98 2 S,99 
2 12® 1©9 l.i4 23. »7 3 7,96 
3 510 13S l.§7 25,93 2 1®.47 
4 T80 174 1.99 29. 77 2 14, §9 
5 63§ 149 I. 12 24,15 2 12. ®S 
6 63© 13§ .87 22.57 2 11.29 
7 60t 99 1.02 19.95 2 %m 
8 4S0 11® l.®2 17,72 1 17.72 
4890 993 9.63 176.94 16 11, ©6 
A-^rage 
cost jper 
work load 
I 
TOTAl. 
2 
TOTAL 
3 
17, n 
2f.40 
TOTAi^ 21. 12 
Table 5 (continued) 
viewer 
Worlk 
load 
Ittme spent 
ta mtotttes 
Bistsmee 
tz>a;veled 
in miles 
Subsislemee Total cost 'Mo. of 
later-
views 
Average 
cost per 
interview 
. Average 
€ost per 
work load 
4 1 750 101 5.78 27.85 1. 13.93 
2 630 80 2.00 20.20 3 6.73 
3 585 106 1.50 20.62 3 6.87 
4 615 102 1.00 20.44 2 10.22 
S 75® 78 . 40 20.86 3 6.95 
6 6m 83 17. fl 2 8.95 
7 525 88 1.02 17.68 3 5.89 
TOTAl. 4460 638 11.70 145.56 18 8.09 20 . 79 
5 1 6f® 83 1.05 20.66 3 6.89 
2 63® 63 l.OO 18.01 3 6.00 
3 390 44 .95 11.97 i 11.97 
4 5W 87 1.00 18.49 2 9.25 
5 m 89 1.15 21.18 3 7.06 
6 585 112 1.20 20.74 2 10.37 
7 510 80 1.30 17.10 2 8.55 
TOTAL 4065 560 7.65 128.15 16 8.01 18.31 
I 525 79 1.40 17.43 2 8. 72 
2 660 80 4.31 23.11 3 7.70 
3 560 63 1.70 17.31 2 8.65 
4 53© 53 1.00 15.31 2 7.65 
5 345 m 1.25 11.51 1 11.51 
6 515 84 5.62 22.00 2 11.00 
7 650 97 6.02 25.81 3 8.60 
8 625 70 7.19 24.59 3 8.20 
9 625 124 1.23 22.41 3 7.47 
TOTAL 5045 698 29.72 179.48 21 8.55 19.94 
TaMe 5 (costiaiied) 
later-
viewer 
Work Ttete spent 
in mtmles 
'Ulsto&ee 
tra-^ied 
im miles 
Suasisteace Totiai eost 
n 
Ifo, of 
iater-
irlews 
Avemge 
cost per 
lalerrfew 
Awrmge 
eost per 
work loiMi 
7 1 570 78 16. S6 2 8.43 
2 585 1®3 5.93 24.84 3 8.26 
3 54® 46 8.32 22.34 3 7. 11 
4 695 120 1.62 23.92 2 11.96 
5 695 132 1.26 24.40 4 6. 10 
6 855 167 2. 70 31.49 4 7.87 
TOTAL 394© 646 19.83 143.85 18 7.99 23. 98 
8 1 795 116 4.93 28. 95 2 14.48 
2 670 1G6 7.72 28.54 3 9.51 
3 77® 94 8, 02 30.00 4 7.50 
4 165 138 3.20 28. 16 4 7.04 
TOTAL 3®@t ^454 23i 87 115.65 13 8. f © 28. 91 
9 1 63® 126 UM 22*90 2 11.45 
2 660 109 6.41 27.24 3 f. 08 
3 525 87 6.13 22. 72 3 7.24 
4 675 109 2.37 23.50 4 5.88 
5 75® 155 1.80 27.65 4 6.91 
TOTAL 324© 586 18.19 124.01 16 7. 75 24- 80 
10 1 705 167 7.27 33. §6 2 16.53 
2 690 102 5,65 26.59 3 8.86 
$• 663 124 7.36 29. 24 4 7.31 
4 570 126 8.23 28.45 2 14.23 
5 870 247 3.56 38.25 3 12.72 
TOTAL 3495 766 32.07 155.59 14 11.11 31.12 
TOTAL 38485 664S 162.91 1397.91 159 8.79 22.55 
Table 5 Iconttaued} 
• Biter- '• WorR' Tfc« spent Dis'taace'' fcb.ststeae®' ¥€S'tal co#t." Mo. "of Mv&Jtmgm .Average 
vtewer loatd ia mtemtes traveled inter- eo.stper cost p®r 
to «il®g X views tet#rylew worts load 
Ststn4ar<i deviatios of work I<»d costs 5.147 
CoelfleleBt of vartation of work load costs 0, 22S2 
1 I S " 'lIT'fS ^ §4434^ where x is work load cost 
E i s «,046S3 
at 
Ar&mgm mmaher of taterrlews per work load * Z. 54 
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coat to «aek saaipltog we ean assest & cmt to th# work unit. Ifhia 
smggesti tliat Instead of ttsiag the s&mpling mit as mx basic unit for deter-
mintag cost, mtd tbtts for determtoing oar tti-rttle, that we may mse the 
work ioad uait. It also appears that the eagjeotei total field coat is a 
linear ftinctton of the niimber of work 
A two-step .ieslgo ustag this eon«ept tould be described briefly as 
follows? ii«t Hj, the number of sampling units in the first step, be 
grouped into k, work mits. Let be the average cost per work unit 
in ttie first step, ©e-termtne a», the number of sai»pltng units in the second 
ttj 
step from the results of the first step by the rule, — k^ where k^, 
'the number of work units in the second step Is determined from the equa­
tions, 
6 
kg« «kj  if  Cjj ,  •< «^  1104)  
I 
and kg »k^ otherwise, where » If^ ' 
We -eonsider the estimator 
yp-pyi  + ( i - r ty^ wh«.  p . .^ .  • 
I. fouow. from pr.vlou. di.cu..ian Cov (p. yj). Implictt 
in the development of this formula, as well as the formula for variance 
of Fp# was the assumption that there was a bivariate distribution involving 
the two 'variables p and yj. Since for any one sample there would be only 
one value of p and a corresponding vali» of y^, it was necessary for the 
purpose of estimating certain Joint characterIstics of p and yj to assume 
u 
an, underlying diatribtttlon of C| and y^. It was mttnral to select 
tihe sampling nnit ai &e soaree of these basic valnes* and it wai particular-
ly conreatent U to. two varUbl.. p and yj were correlated. U p and y, 
are independent the procedure of ieternalnlng characteristics of p from 
the work unit and the characteristic of y^ from the sampling unit poies 
no fpecial problem In the us# of the formulas already developed. If p and 
yj^ are not Independent then in estimating the required characteristics of 
p«only or y^-only we use the work unit im p and the sampling unit for y^, 
while the joint characteristics must be estimated from the work units. 
For eaeample, to estimating the leading term of the formula for variance 
of r. I. e., -X— we may use ttte formula 
P ^ 
* » 
V" Vp ^"zo'^oi - 5^1> '»<"> 
where the k'. are the fc-.t.ti.tlc.. We may ..ttoate fe .ampllng 
«nU, kj,, from the work untt. and k^^ from the work unit. 
to Table 5 Is the cost data for each of the ten interviewers on a work-
unit basis. The total cost was determined by applying a rate of Z4 per 
minute to the total time and a rate of T4 a mile for the distance traveled, 
and adding the results to the subsistence cost. The coefficient of varia­
tion of these costs is relatively small, and the ess^iected value of the re­
ciprocals of the cost compares favorably with the reciprocal of the 
es^ected cost. 
The first five Interviewers carried out the field operation in a some­
what dlfiterent manner than the other five in that they were more consis­
tent in the returning to their local headquarters at the end of each daily 
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work watt. For ©xampl® tfee first fiv® failed to return to heaiqwarteirs only 
oace out of S3 work mitf, wbil« the latter fiv® iatled to retura IT times 
out of 29 work. unit#. M«v#rtk«l«§s, tk# average eost per interview, i.«,, 
per larm» of the two gr^p® differed by only 6 cents. This is tlie result 
ttiat wai feoped lor in tt® planataig of the survey. We titabliih tMt fact 
so tl»t we may confidently use all lea interviews in discussing the justi­
fication of a linear cost ftmetion when using Oi© work unit as a basts. To 
furttier this discussion we anticipate a cost function to be considered in 
the next section. 
C'onsider the cost function, 6^ «cn^ as a cost function alternative to 
the simple cost ftinction «cn. 'One may consider the simple cost 
•function as a special case of .the more general one given above, y is a 
cons'tant depeadteg on t^^ of survey and. the organi«tion of the field 
work, fhe inte,rpretati©n of c is somewhat different than In 'the usual type 
cost function. Here it is to be interpreted simply as a p.roportionallty 
factor between the total cost and n''.. This differs from the usual cost 
coeMcient which is inte.rprete.d to be an average wait cost. For eataraple 
to th. co,t function. -Cjn + c^/rT , both c, «.d .r. average »nlt 
co,t.. whU. ta »h. g.n.r»l co.t function .cn''. c 1. an ayerage unit 
cost only when y s I, We estt»a-te c for a given value of y by the ratio 
-
of e ts —^ where C. is the total cost of the n units. W® are especially 
w " 
interested in the value of yi  certainly its value can be altered by a change 
in the field operation of a survey. 
Each of the Interviewer. In Table 5 provide u. vrtth a value of and 
n, for esiample the first interviewer had a total cost, »$&. 32 for a 
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tO'tel ©f a » It totoinrtews. Wrma. -tib# r#lalloasMp leg *log c + y log iif 
itai msiag tli« iatta from tfe# CJora Ffodiwtiom Survey we comfute# y lo to# 
0*93 9mA tii« slaadard mmt of y tofe« 0,31. C©rtsMy th«r@ is no stattstt-
eal ©-^iicae# agata»t Ui® kypotiiealt thmt y a 1, If oii« is wttltag, based on 
thii limtlti «irMe»ee» to aeeejpt y • 1, tli«a lb« aismaptioa of a lta®ar eost 
fttiicttott for tfets type of work wit may l»@ aeeeptei., 
O. An Alteraaltin® a^-rwle 
Stnee sioiple Itear €mt ftmetlos Is not al-wmys aee«ptaUe» we turn 
to a« alteraatlv® coft fmctioa of Ifee form Cj^ Cj^ is tbe total cost 
of 'llie n miti* c aaiy ar« €o»staatf • We assiaa® y i.s laaoiiTO# altlxoiigli its 
valtie win depemi ow tite wmmj ia «p.«st|on «»d in particular o» how the 
field ©peralloii ia €©»diieled« Wb»m y » I 'this faaetiott redwes to the simple 
Iteear cost fuantloa alr^eady dlsemssed and then c may he Interpreted as 
aa average malt cost. However# if y ii 1 ,&ea «' must he interpreted as mere­
ly a proportlo-iiality faetor^ Wr&m a sample we may estiaate c hy the ratio 
estimate of » We resaire »c«^ whea a Is fixed* 
For a two*step design we propose to determfaie a» n^-rule hased oa the 
above €o«t fttaellon a»d Iheabrielly diseuss Its emm%mm«§ m total 
eost and estimatioa of Ihe ehara^terlstis uaderstttdy. Speeifieally we shall 
limit disemssioa to the effect ©a ibe e:^e€ted eost aad the estimator, 
Yp * pyJ + whea p aad yj are, iadepeadeat. 
1ft a two-step desiga Ihe total eost, C», saay be wrlttea as followss 
6? 
where c„ Is th« fkroportteaality feet©? fe«twji«» th® tot«i #o«t of th# first 
for lh« aeeomd flep. We aow set C «C|| a»d adopt lh« Mlowla|f 
step aai n'j i.e., atnd hav« ilmtlar tet^rpretatioais 
12 0 
r»l«: 
**2 
1-
J • tf e, < wh#r« Cq  «  - - - — • » « »  o t h e r w i s e ,  
j ^ ^ 
Hp is the mtetmwm s#€oad step t«mpl« ii»®. Ow to-tal cost waw l»«€oiaes 
" n -  V  
(106) 
irh® «»peeted e©«t may hat derlwd as foUows? 
EC^ - f jE'l E" [Cp ^ t=„^ - + F^EiE'i 
where W^, .E'j, E»« imm &« taw# meaatag ms ia pt«Tiom.8 s#ctl®a.s. W« 
shall assaaa® the popalatloa sa£fl«.i«atlf larg® so that £»'• * a^c wh«a 
2-
iig is ftsced. We aaw writ© 
EC^ .Pj  E'  [Cp + t  
• ^ l='l Is ^  ^ ,'] + Vz + -V] 
C c ^ i 1 
• Pi E\ - PjE-j + PjE'^ + P^n^c 
o ^ 
' ""l ®'lcf- - ^'l "V + '^1 "^1 "n. + 
"l 1 ' 
• Pi J"! "'•^l<= ^ * 'z-V 
aj 
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C c 
^1 
C e C c 
ss FjE«j . (108) 
Hj 0 
SC.  ^  r-  c ,  A. e ' 
cs„ p i 
[p^m\ + Pj]. (109) 
Thu. »e have an e>=pre.sto» for EC^ wh.ch 1. .toUar ta form to the cor-
responding «»^»«sfl©a developed tow the cost fimeitoR, I. e., wfeea 
y « 1. 
We aow coasMer the estimalor# *pf^ + P-ply^ tt#teg thm same aota-
tioa BM previomtlF. We simll considtj only |h« ens# whmm p and y^ are 
independent ,  la  -fels  cas« f t  &as ib«@» f l iown that  Ey «1f ,  L e . ,  y_ is  
unbiased «sttnaa,t« of "F, aad » g~ F wh©i'« F«Ep, regardless ©f 
any paftlealai' a^^jrole. We need coac^ra ourtelves with, F «Ep. 
p« 
«i+«2 
C • y 
^ ^ J. 
+ ' '' 
(110) 
n. 
T y 
#sBp stpj  E |  n, 
—— X 
c ^ r 
I  f  {^  -1) 
+ F, 
a aj+n^ (111) 
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Stece to tk« trmnested distHbmttom.coifr^«-
pottiing to th.® araage < c^, wis nnty appyoxtmale tli« vaiti® of F a.s follows 
p . E p i P j E l  .  ( l U )  
I* — IV 
i  + ( - f - ) ' '  
We now write the varteiKs# formida# 
V(7p) • [PjEi ^ t Pj 5^]. (113) 
i + I JE- -if 
a^jC* 
C, I ^ 
We liok© that th@ ©^repsioa . -yR...., • I as ,^. - I ts of the oirder 
E«2 • • •  .  
^ jKhM«a«k.aHtJl« M <M|.1 a«W>M 4 «• ^'IkiKb «lk«IB.j3^ ...-. . .. -.:. and ft«r«f©rt .&« ©xpyesttoa ia -the feradeet of the order 
• • • „ • . . i " 
which is a reasoiialjle J?«aiil,i slue© this makes the of ttie order 
Hj+En^ * 
We eomld proceed te follow thi* mg-tnl® thyomgh th« same phas«i at was 
doae with th« dewloped pi?«'vl©ttilf, 'However, we propose to• dis­
cuss the -two-step de«%ttf tm jrelation to styatlfied and, two*stage desigat. 
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III. TWO-STEP STEAtlFlED EiiMDOM MMFJLINQ DESIGN 
A. Introdwetlon 
A stnttilied random aampling design provides for simple random saai-
pling wltttin each and ©v«ry •stratem* In this detign {he proMem of d@ter-
mlning saropl® siae involves not only the total nuiaaber of sampling units 
but also the allocation of this total to the various strata* In this chapter 
we shall. Investigate a two-step tefuential process in sstratlfled sampling. 
The basic concept is an extension of the two-step design discussed in 
Chapter H. An integral part of the detign will be a rule for determining 
sample size. This rule will be based on a consideration of cost. 
In ustoig a two-step stratified design we have at our disposal three 
.possibilities of varying the design. 
|a.) The rule of allocation for the first step sample. 
(b) The rule for the overall sample siae of the second step sample 
where such rule is to be based on inforsaatlon of the first step 
result. 
|c) The rule of allocation for the second step sample. 
In what follows we shall be satisfied, to develop (b) by accepting for 
both {&} and (e) the rule of proportional allocation which is known to have 
great advantages, and then later on develop (b) for the case of equal alloca­
tion for both (a) and (cj. 
The two-step design, therefore, being considered first is outlined 
below. 
7i 
Step 1. 
Ciioose to be tbe OTefall size of the first 'step'sampl#. l^et sojii 
th® tample «i»@ for th® l-th stra^tam, be chosen proportional to tfhe sl»e ' 
, mj j  M| ,  
of the stratum M|. Then m^ « and. . Strata are sampled 
Independently and the units within strata are chosen wl.th equal probability 
and without replacement. 
From obeervatlons made on y, the character under study, compute the 
sample mean, 
It will also be necessary to obtain information on costs which are to be used 
in determining the si»e ol the sample for the second step. 
Step I. 
JLet m^ represent the slase of the .tec.ond step sample, (The rule for 
is yet to be determined. | Unit# are chosen with equal probability and without 
replacement .  m2|  is  determined by the rule  of  proport ional  a l locat ion,  i .  e . ,  
Compute the sample mean 
• <"5)  
The estimator of the population mean, f , l« conttructed by weighting 
the two sample means y^ and y^. Two alternative estimators, (I) « 
a^yj -f *2^2 congtants (yet to be determined), (2) y^ a 
pyj -f (1 - p) y^ where p » is a random variable,due to the fact that 
m.^ is a random, variable# are discus ied .in detail In later sec.tlon«.. 
rz 
B. Te»mlnol«gy and Notation 
Th© following notation, will fee nsed in th« disenssion of the two-step 
stratified design. 
TT represents th@ original popnlation of M mnlts which has been 
divided tetO' M itrata. 
7Ti is a sttbpopulatlon ©f TT and is eomposed of the items in 
the fir it »tep sample. 
TTg *TT * TTi la the complement of /Tj and Is composed of the 
ttalta left in the population after the first step. 
N 
S » .S r@pre«®ats s^famatlon over the M stra.ta. The indices will 
l e i  
be omitted esKsept where necessary for clearneis. 
S' represents sttmmatton over the jsa.iaple. 
M| represents the nttinber of sampling units, in the l-th stratnin * 
l.e.,th© sisse of the l-th stratnm.. l » 1,2....N. 
yy 1. th. value th, character a..<.ci.led wtth the j -eh unit 
in the l-'th stoatnm j ss 1,2... • M,. 
Y| is the popiilation to.tal for the i-th stra.tum. 
"^i T| « |j|- Is the .mean valne astociated with the l*th stratum. 
M » 2:M| represents the total nttmber of sampling nnits in all strata. 
T a SY| • is the total for the population. 
"V Y » Is the noean valwe in the popwlatton TT based on the number 
of sampling units. 
n 
y = i. the me.„ valu. per .t«han. 
M, 
wUbtn the 2 - I'll* l« the corrected sum of tiittarts 
i-th stratttm. 
* S witMn stratwaa corrected 
s«m of sq\mres f©r popttlatlon TT^ with TTj fixed. 
is the tmmhet of waits allocated to th« i-th stratum for th© 
first step ®ampl@. 
is the aui^er ©f uaiti allocated to th® i-th stratum for th® 
second step sample. 
so.J « Stttji Is the iize ©f the firtt step sample. 
is the siise of the second «tep sawiple. 
M.Sf 
"""y" ^ "pooled variance" for'FopulatiOR TT-
®w2' ® ^ "I'H' '^Si J"'"" * "P®el«d variance" for Population TTg* 
I 
s y—-—.. s (y.. - y,.)^ is an mhtased estimate of S| computed 1% j a 1 y ** 1 
from first step sample. 
1 "*2i 
®|i ® '(m ^ ^"^ij * mhiased estimate of S|| computed 
from second step sample. 
E* represents an ea^ectation over all possible samples, /7"j» 
from the original population TT • 
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E" represenls a <:ondltlonal expeclati©n, t.an eaqpecfeatloa 
ove* all p©isfble s«coM step »amples from TT^ with. ./Tj 
fted. 
We sball be eomc©r»ed also wl'th a second cbaracterlatlc, eost- Expres­
sions concerning cost will be «.|j»tlar t® those of the characteristic y» using 
of conrse tabscrlpti where necessary for clarity. 
C , The Estimator y^ «ajy| * a^yg 
The estimator y^ **1^1 *2^2 represent! a class of estimators whose 
parameters are a, and a^. It .hould be emj.ha.iaed that and a^ are con-
S'tant weights which It In contrast to the variable weights p and 1-p In the 
estimator y^ apy'j + We s,hall determtoe a^^ and a^ so as to pro­
vide an tinblasei anlnimnm mrlanee estimator to Wbls cla«». 
To obtain the cwadltlon on aj and a^ f®*" ttnbia.sedness we consider the 
following 
s 
®^ll^li M. ^l*^ « 
Eyj .E S -  ss 2  
""21^21 M 
£^2 ^ «E* 2 -j|- S^'ygj 
^ 1  ^ 1 V .  ^ 1  ^ 1 V  
a E X ^ "m Il| -ffli-"" 
\ \ . 
Combining these two' results we have 
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s 
E at S ® ^ ^ 
Tli« condition lor mmbiascdness is»|fa2«i. 
f o obtain tfee eonditien oa a^ and ag for mteimiina. variance we consider 
the Ey*' since ¥ar y^ «£?« - (E yjK 
a a . a a 
E y» #£•£»• |a^ y« t laja^y^y^ + al y|P 
»E'  (a j f j  + a^E' '  y2^^ + E '  a |  Var (y^ 1 TTj)  
s [E(ajyj  + ^ ®'®| iVz 1 ^1^ 
nieyj' + Var (mjf j  + a^ . y . V i:'a| Var (y^ I TTi) . (U7) 
After tranipetinf (Ey^l^ to the left std« and aft«r further simplificjation w® 
can writ# 
(Maj-m,j2 
Var y m '—± Var y^ + a| E' Var (y, I /7",) . (US) 
W® now set up Ih® JLagrangian f»n«tion F « Var y^ + X^a^ + a^ - IJ and deter-
Q IP f H p  
mine the soltttion of th® two eq,nation8 -gg— » 0 and « 0. These two 
1 2 
equations are 
(Maj-mJ 
2 f ,  M  V a r  y ,  +  X « 0  
2 Var (y^ | /T|| + ®. 
.Elimination of Xgive# th® @xpre$aion 
Ma, , 
—i i M Var yj aa^ E» Var ly^ J f T ^ f  .  ( 1 1 9 )  
To simplify th« above e^^retsion we make u#e of the following facts 
n 
Tar y 1 =» —— ,s M.Sf ^ g'>^ s® 
M® *^*1 iSpW ^ 
M.®! 
(120) 
» 1*^1 
where S„, ® S ""ir'j 
'"r"ii'', "2i Var (y, | IT,) (1 - S|,. (Ul) 
Stefe w@ katve preportional ammpltag we l»v« 
®li ^ ®®2i _ ^1 _ 
which can l»« used la furthering ttte eteflifiealtoii of Tar jffg | /T|) . 
Tar'ciFg 1 /Tjl « - ||::a^ »• 2; -~u~ « 
where 
®wl , 
W© n©w rewrite the e^pretaion 
M Tar «.!:• ^?2 I ®® foEows 
Mat-m,  S® E 'a-S^ ,  « 1 1 w 2 w2 ^ w2 g.y*— + -^JzJzz: E -—Sr. . fl241 
tJSj M**ni4| 2 
Siaee E* '^® 
' w ' 2 ' 
® 1 ^ fL '^ic? 
-±  ^ sa-E* .  (12S|  
•E3^ M 
n 
Solving for •{be ralio of a|-t© calling th# ratio Q we have 
»1 "i S'j 
which wh.« taken with aj + . 1 provid.. eh. comdlHon. £or .n unbU.ed 
mtatoum variance erttoator. Solving for a, and a^ we have 
*1 * 1%^ *2 " TTTl • 
The estimator he«om«i 
„ QT i  +  f% 
~ Q ®t 
The variance of y hec@m«$ fmr a as is shown below. 
(Ma.-mJ® 
rmr « —i—^ Var fj + a| S' Yar (y^ \ fTj) . (129) 
From the e:^res«i@n 
iMaj-m^l  _  ^  ^  
-— M Tar a* Tar (y- | fti) » 
(M-mj)» 
we can »©lve for E' Tar fy^ | /Tj| and #«bstltute in the variance function. 
We then have 
(Ma,-mJ^ (Maj-maM 
755^7 (M-m,V """^1 
Ma,-m, a,S* # S* ^ 
® ®w® "mf '  "B '  ttq "  nr  • 
These resmlts eoneerntng y^ for stratified iampling are similar to the 
reaults concerning y^^ in simple sampling. This wa® to be e:;^eeted since 
sampling was proportional to.siae at both steps. Q is to be determined 
7S 
ol &xiy s-ftmple results and hf msing aam# teclmique &£ judg­
ment ditemsaed in the emm &i simple random sampling. 
D. The Estlwmtor « py^ + O-pJyg 
Stwce Q in the preceding section depends on certain ta^nown parameters 
one is l«ad to search for an estlmiitor ttat do#s not hay® this disadvantage. 
To this «nd we consider th« estimator 
m, 
yp'PVl+(1-P!y2 where p,  __ (131) 
li a variable depending on th« reswlts of th© first step iampltog. W® con-
iider first lh« ea^jeeted valwe -of y~ , 
'ir 
Eifj, .E'E" [py, + (l-p)yj •» [pyj + (l-p) E" y^l 
9 
.*• [py^ + (1-p) —srs—] (132) 
ss 
MT- J ,  
.E.  (  I  ^  * '  m' *> 
* M ~ 
Thtt# y^ is a bla«#d esftimator ttiiless p and yj are independent. 
Th. variance of I, given by Var y^.Ey'^ - (Ey/. We con.ider Ey'. 
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Ey« siB'E" [p» + Ipll-pJ y^yg + U-pl^ y|] 
2 
*E* [pyj + Cl-P) E' yg] + E*(l-p)^ Var (y^ | JTi^ 
2 
« [E'fpyj + |l-p| M*' y^)] + Var |py^ + (l-p) E'^y^ J 
(y^ l ff 
» ( p f l  +  i  1 - P )  V a r  i y ^  |  / r j J  .  I m )  
franipoiittg lEyp'P aad subslltotitif E'''y2 « —-^ 
we have after fttfitlier simplifitatioa 
MY -®iyi 
-IBj  
Var y^ « ——Tar [p{y^ -  TJ -  + E ' t l -p)^ Tat (y^ | TTjJ . 
| i34j  
Under the assumption tliat M» the ii«e of th# original population, is 
infinite th@ above expression becomes 
at 
Tar ip »¥ar p(y^ - TH Tar ly^ 1 /TjJ . (135^ 
Siaee tbe first term in ttiis escpreision Is the var^nee of a prodmet it can 
be written at follows where F »I 
Tar ply^^ - T | Tar y| - Cov® (p, y j) 
if X 
•  E«(p-^^y^-YJ®+E'  2^ |p .FHyi-Tp .  (i36J 
mj 
P " * fiq+Sj * '*® ''"P' 
— __ ^i®2i Tar lyg | * ®y virtme of the above esqiressions we may 
—, «• ^w2 
write E'( i-p)* Tar (yg |' « E'pP-pJ • Inserting these 
i 
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simplifteatloiis into tli@ vayianc# fiimettoii we can wlte alter fwrtfeer 
ficatlon 
§i 
" 1 
9 a 
+ jE»(p-Ff + E' 2F|p-f)(yj-T|^ . 
This e^gpre-ssiom is timilar in form to ife# Tar in the simpl# random de­
sign previottsly discmJied. By the same argwrneat mted there we conclude 
\3^ OWM 
that -s- P is the leadteg term of this variance function. 
i ' 
£. Oe termination of a Eule for the 
Second Ste|> Samfile ii*e 
In this section we formulate a rule for the determination of The 
rule will depend^ on cost. We shall assuxae there ii a cost* associated 
with each unit in the population. For each itratum there wiU be a distri­
bution of coits and for the purposes of this investigation we shall assume 
all strata have the ianae diitrlbutloa of cost. II, however, there is a 
substantial d-lfferemce in costs from stratum to itratum it may be desirable 
to set up cost controls for each separate stratum and apply the two-itep 
simple random sample detign to each itratum separately. 
Th. r..ourc.. av.U.bl. to th. wOl be a..mn.<i ltaU.d. 
wUl represent ttte planning budget. The total cott» of the two-ftep 
stratified survey is given by 
CA = = "-H ni + ^-=21 «2i <"«> 
where c and Cn are the average costs per observation in the l-th itratum 
Si 
tocuirred in Step I and Step 2 respectively. The total cost may be rewritten 
as follows: 
"=A = a + °>2l) =11 + s "ji ("2i - =ll> • < 
Since proportional allocation ha« been specified for both tteps we have the 
following restalts which are useful for slinplMicatlon purposes, 
ij3|. m,. + i»%. 
_il , «_1L a ^ . (1401 303 J IHg Klj -f mg  ^ * 
We write 
G. « T ...r C t ,  + S na«,c<., • £ m,, c",, Wj li 11 ' 21^21 ^ 11 11 
ss (uij + m^\ c J -f - S'j) 
where and are the overall unit cost, ol ihe flr.t step and .econd step 
samples respectively. 
The similarity of this totol cost function to the total cost function en­
countered In the case of the two*st®p simple random sample design suggests 
the foUowteg rule which I. ol the .«n. forn. a. the n^-rule in the .tople 
random ease. 
«=1<=0 
®l (142J 
otherwise,.here 
A complete discussion of the effects of this m^-rule would parallel the 
discussion for the n^-rule given for the simple random sample case In 
Chapter U. Therefore In the discussion to follow we will be satisfied to 
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report the main result# omitting as much ©f the detail ae is consistent with 
clarity. 
Co Is a possible c, value which divide, the cost distribuWon into two 
parts corresponding t© the two parts of the rale. F| represents the 
probability that i"j is less than while Fg represent# its eompleinent. 
F» The Effeet of the m^-rwle on Total Cost 
Since is omk-planning cost we are interested in its relationship to 
total cost. Sttbstitmtion of the m|,-rule into the cost function gives 
C _ _ 
C ^ - t - ~  i f C j < e g  
(143) 
"*• ® h^®3pwise. 
^ loci I ""I 
EG . = PjE' jE" ^  ; Mc^, - c j)l+ PjE^ E»(mjCj + •"o'ak* < '"> 
= 1 
where E'j and represent e^eetation over the two parts of the cost dis­
tribution corresponding to the two parts of the details of 
the simplification are parallel to those given in Section F of Chapter II 
and are omitted. The final resnlt is 
EC^=C/[P1E.| (145) 
The variance of the total cost, derived by direct analogy with the 
derivation of'¥arC^in the two-step simple random sample design, is given 
by the following expression 
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Var .Pi(  mj -  ^  ^Z^) + Pj Sj ( |P -  m^) 
+ F^mf ¥1 |¥jH (146^ 
t PjPj, [(m; - ^ )(C*J - c^) - mj(C-| - Cg) ] ^ 
wh«e C ^ = E'(Fj) i. ft. mean ot thai oi the eo.t di.tribu.lon where 
c J < Cq, wfell.e Cicj) i« the vartance of thi« sam# truneftteil distrihiition. 
6" I and V=| |C|J aire the correspondinf quantities for that part of the cost 
distribution wher. ? Cg, Sj l» the variance of the original di.tribution 
of cost while c it the mean of this iame distribution. 
G. The Contequences of the m*-rul® on y and Var yT 
^ a ® 
Qy J + y. 
The e.timator i. aHected by the m^-rule through the 
determination of Q» Sinee Q depends on unknown parameters of the popu-
lation, a. weU a. n.; and the rule tor determining con.iderable judg-
ment must be exevtifed in its ©'valuation. Regardless of how poorly the 
value of Q is determined .the ettimalor y^ is unbiased. It should be empha­
sised that if Q is baaed om unr'eliable data a loss in variance will be 
experienced. However, .ince the variance depend, on it .een,. 
ree.s'onable to est^ct in many practical caset that the var'iance function 
will not be sensitive to moderate departures from the optimum value of Q. 
Since we are assuming a limited budget some control on the optimum value 
of Q can be exercised by the choice of m.j. Comments made in the Chapter 
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E concernliig the e«l4i»ator are appltcable for the correspoading estima­
tor, y^. in the two-st«p stratified design. For example, if the cost and 
th© variance ®f the clatracteristic mderitmdy are Independent, then an 
upper honad for optimttm Q is given hy Q » . 
0 
H» The 6onse«|ttencei ©f the mg-rule on the 
Ef timator y^ and on Tar y 
^P 'p 
Th. .pyj + (l-p)yj d«p.nd. more direetty on n., to do.s 
the estimator, y^, and Is therefore sensitive to variation in It was 
shown in a previoma discnssion that when M is iarge the expected value of 
ft * 
y^ is given by Ey^ a T -f i:*p|y| * t) . If we introdmce the m^-rule into 
this expression we can write 
« m. » m, ^ ss 
Kyj, . Y + P, tJ E'l =i(yi - Y) ^ Pj, (y, - Y > 
SS yy), HI ag 
+ Fj ^ Cov^ (Cp yjJ + - 0 |Hf| - Y) . ^ ^4?) 
• • p  " p  
M p and. y^ are independent then the estimator y^ is nnbla«ed. If they are 
not Independent then the bias is given by the last two terms. The relative 
btos may be ea^reased as foliowsj 
!^ c C . 
^ Y ^ P ' P y 
Since the relative bias depends on the coefficients of variation of c | and y, 
it is es^pected that in many practical «ltnations tte bla« will be' negligible. 
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The variance ©f y will be conitldered for two special cases: (1| when 
P 
Yj and p are Independent »nd (2) when and p are not independent but Pg is 
negligible. Assuming yj and p independent and applying the rule to the 
variance formuU for a. glran ta Section D o£ Chapter m we find that 
the variance function becomes 
Vary s  ^  .  {149} 
P 
TMb 1. the form a. derived for Var to the .ln.pU random ca.e. 
Aisuming negligible and yj and p not independent we have, upon 
applying the za^-rule, the .more complicated eatpression 
S® C Var i", _ 
V" Tp •  Cov^(<=i .  Ti l  
P P {150^ 
Eof * » 
+ ^  E» iCj  .  (y^ -¥)•«+ 2 €  E»<Cj .  0(yi  'Yf  .  
P P 
I, Estimation of Variance from the Sample 
- ®w Q 
To estimate the variance of y^ given by the formula, Var y^ » ~ 
it will aiiffice to estiiiia.te since Q if independent of any sample results. 
S»„.^SMLS| (151) 
where S| is the variance in the i-th stratum, fo stratified designs each 
stratum is sampled independently by simple random sampli»tf. We can, 
therefore# employ the result® given in the two-step simple random design 
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to estimate S| and thereby eitlmate S^. It waa shown ta Chapter 11 that 
|3»j.•!! s\. + fm,!-1) »|l 
sfs (152) 
Is aa wttbiaaed estimate of S| , the ntamerator ©f 8| is the "pooled** eor-
reeted sttm of sqwaref for the first and seeoad step samples. It follows 
then that 
<»4f  ^^1=!  ( ' " I  
Is an tmbiastd esttmate of S?^. 
w 
The mrlance of y , when p and y, are independent# is given by tii© 
gl • F ^ 
formula Var (Pj^ ^ *®apos«ibl@ to estimate 
Pj »Pr (c J - e^) from a single value of anless the distribution of 
is ipeelfied. We, therefore, make the. reasonable a8.sumption that is 
digtribttted normally with a mean €" and a variance . It has been shown 
in a previous section that under the above asgumplion P jC | « Pi^" - «q • 
*0 
We ean then write 
C 
Var y a 5^ (Pjg" - r_ 
P ® 
Cq-C 
In order to estimate must first estimate — which can 
'c 
be estim.ated from the sample al.'though not unblasedly sinee it is essentially 
a ratio, Pj .and 25.0 are determined directly from a table of areas and a 
.table of ordinates 'for the standard normal where the argument is 
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All tadiiridiial factors cati be ©stteiated from tbe lample. Stece y and p 
ar« iiidep«ii.d®nt the btas la «stto«t4ng Var y^ by the sabstittttion of indivi­
dual estimates of the factors S^, P|» «q, C , is due to the bias in 
Pj and If the coefficient of variation In the average e@st is small thts 
bias will be negligible. If in addition to independence we assume P^ 
negligible the variance function reduces to 
Vary a ^ C (155^ 
p 
and this can be estimated unbiasedly. 
If we ataume tl»t y^ and p are not independent but assume that is 
negligible we obtain the more complicated eagression 
m, ml Tar 'c, ml 
Var yp ^ 0 - ) . ^  Cov* (c j y^) 
P P (1S6) 
+ E» ^ ic^ - 5)^ (yi-i«-+ m* 2 ^ eicj-e Hrrh* • 
^ p 
Since the above formula Is comparable to the corresponding formula for 
the Var ? in the simple random caie dt»cu»sed in^ Chapter II, an exact p 
uiibiased variance formula v y^ can b® derived by the reasoning employed 
in Chapter H. The leading term of the above formula is 
-f- (157) 
P 
and can be estinsated unbiasedly by the formula 
u 
^ (^20^01 - ^^21^ ^15:8^ 
P i 
where k^Q# ^gjt k^j^ are the k statistics appropriate for stratified sampling. 
jr. Two-step Stratified Haadom Sample Design 
with Efual AUoeatiom at Both Steps 
The previews .two-step stratified, deaign ppecified proportional alloca­
tion of the sample si*® to the utrato. to this tection we propose to discmss 
a two-step stratified design witih, efiial allocation of iawple iiase at both 
steps. The framework of the two deiigas are basically the same except 
for the rule of allocation* We aiSttme at the ontiet that the population is 
large and that the sampling fractions for each strata are negligible. 
JLet 
I m I m 
s  * iT  i? .  iBj  J  5* i  J  ® *  
represent the sample meant in the i-th jtratnm for the first and tecond 
step samples respectively, and represent the aample sizes for each 
stratum. To obtain estimates of the population mean from each step we 
weight the aample means by the aise ©f the strata. Thus 
y J a  SM^y^ andy^  «  
a 
are e.tteate. ol tte population mean, Y. Since the .ample mean, y^, and 
^3, are >mbla.ed e.timate. of the population mean we have 
_ 1 1 * * 
® ^1 • "M It " "li ^ ^i^^i ® ^ ^ 
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W« shall consider two methods of weighting the two estimators f, and y, 
s 
to obtain, an estimator for Y . ' 
We consider flrit the estimator have, defined 
yj and y^ so that' they are -both mblaaed estimator# of Y and since aj-and 
ag-are constants, li an mnblased estimator of Y providing aj 4 a^ « 1-
The varlanc.e' of y^^ may be derived by following the same line of reason* 
Ing uied In proportional ailoeatlon ca»#.' The-derivation provides the follow­
ing resnlts, 
Var y^ » JL s M| a^ ¥ar y|| + a| !;• Var ^2, I • (162) 
We desire to determine aj and a^ snch that y^- la tinbiased and Var y^ l« 
a minimum. Following the aswl minimizing procedure we obtain the follow­
ing re salt is 
® 1 ® 1 T O -  •  * 2 '  l i s * '  
ij, 
E-VaKyj  I  n - j )  _  i  Q - ^  . —T = « ^ -15, E- ^ 
"2  - ,SM{V.ry„  ^  
V 
m I 
where S« « -i— S Mf Sf 
m,| 
We now consider the estimator y^^'s'pyi + (l-p^y^ where p « 
m __ __ «= 
»• 1 . Since y^ and y2 are unbiased estimate® of Y they may play the 
liTj+iSj, 
role of' the y^ and the y^ in the proportional allocation case te the derivation 
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of the expected mli»« of and «f the vairlaiic# ©f We therefoire may 
wrile the following results 
X 
B yp » Y # Cot Ip, yj) (16# 
^ 1 (loSJ 
«i! ss 
+ B'tp.ffp if I - + E» 2F Ip-FlC?! - T)* . 
An m^-'SPwle for two-ftep sferatilted design witii eqml allocation is 
derived as follows, 
I m I n 
Lot c, . - i5jC„. (166) 
®2* m, H 
^2 
The total eo.l of the survey can be written .tojC, + m^Cj. TM. W-
tton sttggeits the same Impart risle for determining as was eneonntered 
in both the simple random case and the stratified proportional allocation 
case. We adopt the followisag i'-olei 
C 
®i { m }  
otterwlse. 
The consefmences of this rnle on the co«t, and on the estimators y^ 
and y »re comparable to those encoanfeered in ttie proportional allocation Jr 
case and will not be repeated* 
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K. ParoWems Associated with Small Sample Sixes 
In alloieating sample glase to strafea tha sampler will incur some lots in 
meeting M« objectives because ol the rounding olf of the theoretical 
to integer.. Thts lo.B I. m«lvotd..We. bat when the m,'. are 
not too small the loss it ttiually unimportant. In proportional allocation 
some adjustments in rounding off the may be made in order to mini­
mize the rowiding-off-loss on the total sam^|)le sisse,'m. However, in 
equal allocation whatever error is made in one stratum is multiplied 
N-fold in the total sample iiae. 
la the two-step designs the sampler may control, at least to some 
extent, the small sample siaet by r-tgulating the choice of m| and m^. Of 
course an increase in m| and I© counter for small sample siae may 
defeat other more important objectives, such as controUing Although 
we can estimate the mean in stratified sampllag with only one item per 
stratttm the formulas developed in the previous sections for estimating 
variance requires at least two units from each stratum in at least one 
of the .tep., For ej<ampl. .» = (mj, - 1) + (m„ - 1) .|, i. »n unbta.ed 
" m j^' ¥'m'gi - "2 
estimate of S|, the variance in the i-th stratum, and when mj| * 1 and 
m.^! « i this formula is not applicable. Since there are surveys in which 
such small sam^ples will occur the following formula may be used to 
estimate the variance within a given stratum. JLet y^j denote the single 
nr»( .tep value in the i-th .tratum »hen mj, . 1 by de.lgn. Let y„ be a 
random selection of a single value from the values of the second step, i .e.  
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^ 1 from tibie m^l' "W"© aow show that (j|| -
bi»,.d 08tte«t. Of Sf . 
E.f =£• E" ^ (yj, - yy)« . ^  E-E-ty'j, - Zy^^y,, + y|j) (169) 
•= J E'(y'n - 2yn T, + y{ + V.r y^j) 
=  J  £ •  ( y ^ - Y ) '  +  S »  
« J (Sf + S| ) • S{ . 
It should h« pointed out that if this esttoation of s| is •mployed this shotild 
he decided in advaace of mmplfaig (say wh#a it is decided to »ak® « l)f 
and not wh#» it ii fomad that « 1 from, a r«l« after the first step ii 
completed. 
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nr. TW0-.STEF TWO-STAOE DESIGKS 
A, totroittctien aad Adiit4o»al Notation 
We propose to develop hmm mn exteusloa ol the two-step «i.®thiod In 
gimple aad stratified designs t© two-stag« designs. W© shall limit dls-
cttssloii to two caset, fl) the gecond step sample is limited to those 
primaries selected la the first step, the secoiad step saaaple wUl be 
limited to primaries aot selected in the first step. The probability 
system in each ease wHl involve selection of wnlta without replacement 
and with equal probabttity at all steps and stages. The allocation of 
secondaries in both steps will be proportional to si»e of primary. In 
the development of the rule for the second step sample we will assume 
the customary linear cost function 
C anc j  +  ©2  * ®3 ,  ( 1 7 0 )  
where the c's are defined below, fhe following definitions and term­
inology addition to those already introducted in Chapter H, Section B 
will be needed. 
77j represents the sub-population of n^ primaries. It Is the 
sample of 1st stage units at the first step. 
TTg represents the sub-population of n^ primaries. It is the 
sample of 1st stage units at the second step. There wUl 
be no TTg in Case 1, since we do not taJte a second step 
sample of primaries, b\it only return to the first step 
primaries. 
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represents m random sainpie of a®eoa<iariea selected from 
the a primaries constitaAing /Tj. TMs la the first step 
sampl® of 8«eoniaries. 
represents the ieconi step sample of secondaries seleeted 
from fTi - iTji* 
repre,ent. a random .a«»pl. of secondart.. .elected 
frowj the sttb-popiilatlon, 7T|. 
is the operator iniieatteg esepectatton over ail possible 
samples of prlnaariea from th# original population of N 
primaries. 
repreaent# a coniilloaal easpectation. The ea^pectation to 
be taken over all possible samples of secondaries, 
that can be selected from 77 with, of coarte, 77"i fixed. 
T ^ 
represents a conditional easpectation over 2nd step secon­
daries. The eatpectation to b® taken over all possible aub» 
populatto... rr21 from /Tj. 
represents another conditional expectation, where the 
espectation is over all possible samples, /T^ from the 
population prlmarle. from TTj and TTn held 
ftsted. 
represents the conditional espectatton over all potslble 
second- step samples, TT12, ^11' fixed, 
is the total nwnber of secondaries in /7"| i. e., » 
23 M| where the swinmatlon is over the primaries in TTy 
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is to,® total lor the characteristie# y, under study in the 
ff I sub-popttlation 7T^. 
v. ' i. a>e valu. per .ecoudary in the .ub-population, 
T T y  
c , repre..nt. the unit co.t as.oci.ted with the prtaary. 
Cj t. the unit co.t a,.oci.ted wtth the .econdarle. .elected 
in th© sa»i>l@, lor example interviewing cost. 
€| is the unit cost associated with secondaries selected in 
the sa»»ple, e.g. Mating costs. 
Since there are foar snb-popttlations. to be contended wtth we shall, where 
necessary for clarity, employ smbscripts which correspond to population 
under discussion. 
B. Design lor Case 1 - Return to Old Primaries 
We select nj primaries without replacement and with equal probabil­
ities, and then consider these n^ primaries as a popiilation ol n^ strata. 
We then apply a two-step stratified sampling procedure to these n^ 
primaries. Estimates obtained from this procedure may then be appro­
priately expanded to apply to the whole population. We will discuss two 
different estimators for the population total of the characteristic y. The 
first estimator, Y^, wUl be related to th. estimator which was defined 
and discussed in Chapter IH, Section C whUe ^the second estim-ator will 
be a fjmction of y^ which was presented in Chapter jQPE, Section D. 
M — — — — ^ het wh.«re » ajy^ -i- ^ defined 80 fekat 5| and 
asf® the fiy»l and second, itep saw]^« i»©an«. It wa» deterwiined In 
Chapfteir IB,, S®cti<» € that was an anMa8®d mtlma.t&v i&t the mean of 
•a •txatified,-f©pnlati®tt, th«refo*'e £ Is an nahtased ®,»ti«oat©:r for the 
* 
i»«am ®f th® swb-p©pttlatl«n ®f ftj priaaafltSf 1. e., E'E"i^ « 1f| . It 
follows 10feat is an nnblasaid «»tl»at« M th# p©pilation total as showa 
b«low. 
m B'JB" f- M| ^  Mf e'e» ^  {iin 
. Ef f Mf - *11. Tf . 
*fh«n sine® *77^ i» a randdwj saisfl# ^ «i«« n^ fr®«i a fefulatlon of K, 
Ef H. Y| » t and th«r®f#re «T^ • Y. 
The vairlan«« ©f may be derived ae follows, 
Var f ^  « E(T^ - tf • M| '5^ - TJ* 
« E y^ • l^'Mf ^ • f. Mf ¥| - Y>» (172) 
• mi 1- M| M| Y| I* • B fX M| tf - T)* 
«<$ 9E 
+ 2E (|. Mf ^ - H. T{ ) ( Mf Tijf - Y) . 
We pmceed wi& the derivation by c,®n«lderlng l^e three terms ©f 
» 
the above easfreaslen separately. Since 1,^ - 1| M 0* the last term 
it ssero. The first term may be written as follews • 
E l f  M |  y ^  T f ) *  •  ^  m u f  ¥ |  f  
 ^E| M|* E'E»1^  . ¥| f »  ^mf Mf* Tar C  ^/TTj ) m 
§•? mf 
f  - t i f '  
®2 
wfct®*© 
, m 
®*w • k - zr 
w 
M Stoe® Y If th« «xp«ct«i ¥.*ltt« ®f — Y| we may write tlte »ec©nd terra as 
f©U©w»j 
E ("f-Mf T| - T>* - S| ( ~ ?f - t)* » Tar ^ Y| 
.• ?ar1f| « {i74) 
where 
, m, - T)' % « - . 
Eec©i»Mmiiig 'these tw© terms we may writ© 
Mf Hp, -^) J . (175) 
la Ihe derivation M the above variance formula* we have used results 
obtained in Chapter HI. i®T Ihe ease sf proporlloaate stratified sampling. 
There are two types of proportiomal allocatioB l^at i«ay be «sed for fee 
two-step tw©«-stage desigm uiider co««iierati<»; <1) rate of Sttb-sampEng 
may be fixed,. Le,, m.. « In M. » where k is a coastant, or (2J tiie wmwiber 
" * m , ,  M, 
of first step seeos-daries naay b« flsced, l.m.t where z»^ is a 
eottstaat. The variaace fonemla developed above are appEcable aader both 
types of alloeatiim, becaose, conditionally with77j lised, the second stage 
of the two-step two-stage procedmre is Identical with the stratified two-
step procedure of CShapter 311 for both types of allocation. 
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U we as same t;li« tate oi eubsMa|li-ag, wbich is tli@ u«tml type 
of allocatim f@3r tw©-»tag® saatspllmg* w® mmy imtk®r tlie sl»ipliflc»tioa 
of lfc« vinriaac# f©y»ittl*. T® i© tM« w® menme small sajpnfEiig 
Iractieas and al@© a«suxn« tbal ih« claractotielie beimg estlxnaied Is iBde-
fendeiit ®f tfee qtiantlty Q. slmpliflcatl©® coaceras ©«ly tk« wlt&in 
prlmafy c©tti|>®neiit, E| , ©f @(piati©tt» By d«f4iiitloii 
II ^ 
M|S** » 2 M|S|, iiaee aa|| * feM| ,• it fellowt Ibat: « Wy.| Osiag 
' M#S*; n 
%hm« we may writ#. E| -•"•'g''""-'- « k E| » . Simc# M^S* 
I is a random variabl# wltii. prebaMEty ®f s®l®ctl€« «fttal t© -« it {©Hows 
a , M 
Ikat E| M.|Sf » ^ M|S* , whmm ^ MjS|. Tli« 
vmrlajfte® l©*»ttla )|17SJ saay mow he wyitt«ii, 
Var Bf ^ 
tkowitig »©r« cl«arly -tli® fasoiliar tw® c©«}f'©«eml.s crit 'wltMa primary' and 
primary' variattem is dhtaract#ri»tlc im tiie tw©-stage 
desigas. 
Iw til® varl««ice f®r®n'ttla im 6fa« f©riBiil«» ©I the stratified deaigm ©f 
Cfcai^er WL w©r« m»«d f©r tk® eomditi©Ral poiwtlatioii of a. primaries, "77T . 
*1 TMi meant tlial 6k« rati© ®f c©#flici«atii Q* * , is given by %e 
» *1 §•! 
aaalague t© efwatl©® (126| leading t® Q* « ——s- E' wMeh skews 
g#l 
tkat the weigkting eoelfeeiesi^s wili deftemd m. &e primaries drawn in tke 
first stage and, kence, en parawseters <ed tke conditional peputlation, 77~j 
wkiek wiE usnalty be nnknewn. It i» ©f interest, tkerefore, t© give a 
variance foraaula ^ick apji^es t@ any predetermined constant weighting 
f?b 
m. 
co®fllci®M®, ftj smi, wltti m Q'« ^  * a®t 4mttxmim4. hj mf 
miMmimtim ©f vati»ac«. W« ftlani t© i I IS) *Jiich ladfeiem tlie 
p©pwl&tt@» i» ls,rg« mwf Im w*itt«a 
Var •« a| Wf yj a| E« fmw fyg J 
) . 
a« 
•«! ®' W * TOj 2 l»2 
Tlie cli®lce erf a^ and a.^ sltoiiM tattafy a^ 4- a^ * i*'' order 
t© rataim thm iiaWa»«dtt®»# of y^ . Aay 'Cliele®, »«ck as 
amd a^ * I - , skeuld li« safelslaetoiry in many cases. 
Z 
M — — W&t alt«*miiJ;i¥e «sttoater mm kav« 1f„ • -r %. y^» P » T P 
Wi + i I - was d«ftaM»d. aad dts««ss®4 Im Cliapter HI, Sections ©. W® 
vdll dlscws# «»ttBBat@.* ««ly ii«d«* Wi® tk&l p aad y^ ar« inde* 
feadettl. II«d«* tM® as#wia,|fei<a it was detefaaittti l« Oliai»t«i? 'HE, Section 
« 
II that was aai-wttbla»®d slae® '77*1 i« a ramdow 
samiAt ©f slss# a,, lyaaw a •§£ M j>3ri»iayi»8, tl follows tkal t is 
P 
m wmMastd ©sttasateir @1 th® ]p®palaiie® total, as is skowa hy tts® 
airgiun®!!!! 
E t ^ ' S f  E ' E "  B -  ^  •  * f  - X  * " 1  ® ' * "  
« ' H 
.Ef l -M!  y*-K,L r t -T .  
Tit® Va* f «»y tw deiriv«d toy am aygwaB,®st similar lo Ih® ««e ws«d 
# 
al>©«r© im Tar witti III® foll®wtag i-ssult; 
Ym * — Ef Mf * (iL 77; J -I- V*r Tf . (1781 F ^1 • i A pi i 
Stoc. th. V.r TT,) I. ..plvalen. to tk. v.rt«c. of in two-.fp 
stratiflei. sa-iupllag 77^ t» as a p©pilatl©a ©f n strata 
w®. may nmm lii# mnnlt @f Vat y^ im Gk*pt«if HI, Sectloa ©, t© 
sisQflilf tb<» ab®'r« vmmlt. as f@llowst' 
1 ' " S** 
yay f , E- IS* f* + ag* ) (I7f j i- 1 »i 
wfeer# 
F* « E*t 1  M|  ®2 
II w« a^alm assmm# tliat a||@€ali«ii of secimAastts is givva by a 
w« cam siaafllly t^mati'Oit |l?f| by t&t sa«i« argoaaent wMe% was used 
im simflliylmg 'vairiaae# M y. » a»d oblaitt th« f&lldw* 
img fornala* 
Tar y^ kMS^ . (HfaJ 
€* B«te#fialmatl@ii @im^ im Cas« I 
Sitter w« retasvm to ib« 8ai»« prlmafi#s a««l simce thm all0cati<m &i 
ssco»dari«s Is pr®po3rtie>nat t& l^e sls« of fvlttarl##, tih« ®iity quantity 
to be determimsd at tbe end ei tbe fifst step Is » tbe sise &i tike second 
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step sainpl© of teeoniartei. W® astttna® th« cmstomary lto«ar eost fmnc-
Hon. C = ncj + Cj 2mj + Cj T'U^. The total co.t of the flr.l step i. given 
^Al ^ ^31^1 dottMe subscirtptf are neces--
sary to Wsntify the first aad seeoni itep cost coefficients. The eost in 
the second, step will not involve all of -the three components, for eaeample 
the component of cost represented by 6*11 is a cost associated with 
all the .secondaries in the sample and wUl not be incurred in the second 
•sample. c"g| may be thought of as^a "listing»« cost in some surveys. 
We shall assame also that the component of cost given by ttie first term 
will not be fully incurred in the second itep, bnt only a known fraction, 
6, of this component will be inenrred. S is determined independently 
from past experience. We may-now write the total cost of the second 
step; ^ "*• ®2®22' total coit of both steps is 
«nj^  0+«)  t j j  + Mfc^ i  4  mjc^ i  +  m^c^a  
(180) 
C j j  +  +  f m j + n a ^ )  c ^ j  4  
tet Cp «nj|l+d|ejj • M*Cjj + (mj+m^lcgj . We now propose the 
following .rule 
C • nJl+d|c, I -» 
^  - m j ,  i f c 2 i < c o .  mn 
»m«, otherwise, where c^ * 0 
Since it seems reaionable to expect that thii particular two-step two-
atage scheme would be u.ed only when inlormatJon on was unreliable. 
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we limit discussion on the consequences of this rule to the situation where 
M* snfii, i.e., equal size primaries, and where Cj^ and are known suffi­
ciently accurately to be considered constant*. We let i 
- M^Cjj and considered as the planning budget. The 
rewritten as 
C _ 
~ ' ^ 1 ^ 
(182) 
C' 
otherwise, where *^0 ~ iDBj+mQ 
The total cost is given by 
+ nj (14 5) Cjj + M"! Cjj where 
(183) 
~ % ^^.ZZ ' ®2l^ ®21 ^ ®0 
0*21 + otherwise. 
The esqsected value of the total cost, , is given by the expression 
EC^ =£* (i;'E"C^). The expression in parentheses i« the eaepected value 
of the total cost in the two-step stratified sampling which was discussed in 
Chapter 111 Section F. We can therefore write directly 
ECi = E'l Cj, C^o (Pj E' 1- + ^ \ . (184) 
'21 
Further discussion on the consequences of the adopted here 
would parallel the Corresponding discussion given in the stratified sampling 
case given In Chapter tll. Section F. • • 
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p. Besign for Case 2 - No Eeturn fco OW Prtejaries 
Case 2 may be eonstd@r«<3 as an exteniioa of the two-step slmpl© random 
sampling design dlscusaed In Chapter H. To make this assoeiatlon we 
must cottilder the primary as the cottnterpart of tlie sampling anlt in the 
simple random case. However, in the simple random case the sampling 
unit was not sub-sampled while here In Gate 2 the primaries are sub-
sampled. 
The basic framework of the design Is as follows; 
1st step; Select primaries with e%iMil probability and without re­
placement. The allocation rule Is m^i sskM| where k Is predetermined. 
2nd step: Select n^ primaries from the N-Oj remaining primaries by 
simple random sampling, n^ Is to be determined by a rule depending on 
cost Information obtained In Step I. The allocation rule Is the same as 
In Step 1. 
We shall estimate the mean per primary. We consider the two 
estimators: (1) y^^ *2^2 "Pfi + ^2 
are constant weights and p » j is a wriable weight depending on the 
1 
second step sample slsse, n^. yj » y||, where y^j Is the first step 
— 1 ^ 
sample total.and a — y^, where y^i Is the total In the second step 
2 
sample. We point out that yj and y^ are estimates of the mean per primary 
in the first and second step respectively. 
To establish the condition on a^ and a^ for unblasedness, we will need 
the following notation: 
y '1 represents the mean per primary for the sub-population 
77^, i.e. the first step primaries. 
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"fl represents tb© mean per primary lor the sab-population 
TTgt i. the second step primaries. 
E sE'lE'iE'^E^ where the esqpectations on the right have been defined 
in Section A of this chapter. 
The condition lor unbiasedaess is ftj 4- « 1 and it established as 
follows? 
Ey^ (a^Tj 4 a^y^^ E» (aj?, 4 a^E^ f| 
Mf - n,f NY -  n . f %  
s E^EI la^y^ 4 a^ ^ *2 '"j^-n^ ) 
^ (a j+agj f .  (185)  
Under the condition that a^ + a^ ^ ^ variance of y^^ is derived by a 
four phase conditional argument. 
Var y^ « Ey f - « Ey f . ® 8i> li« 
We now consider the first terra, Ey ^  » E*| E' E^ E^ y | 
y i = ='2 (•! 71 t 2»i»2 YlYz + *1 y I ) 
^ ( a j y j + a ^ t ^ y + a l V a T i y ^ l / T i .  r r ^ y  T T j )  •  ( 1 8 6 )  
E^s^yi) - Uin + »2^'2'] + '*1^1 + *2^1:1 > 
+ a| H:»2 V.r (y^  1 T^ .^ TT^ ,^ ITj. ) (187) 
*= (»jVl + *2^"^ ^ (^2^ I l' 
+ a| Var (y^ 1 IT^, /Tu. TT^). (188) 
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+ Var (aj?j + 1 FT{189) 
+ E>| Var (f^l rr^. /T j i )  
+ EJa| E| Var (72 I ^i' ^n' 7T 
(Na . -nJ  f=*,  +  a^Nf  ^  
^ ^ »! Var (yj | /Ti) (190) 
+ a| EJ Var (f | \ /Tj. 
4. a| e; E| Tar (yg 1 TTj. . 
]Ma,-tt, 
E'|(E«jE|E^f*) = f« + V»r ^*1 d^l) 
+ Var |y^ 1 /T|) + a|E*jE| Var (f ^  I /Tjt 
+ «| El Var (yj I /T^. ^Tij. TT^) . 
By transposing the fco the left hand side of the equation and as funning N 
Is large we have the following ®»^r@sfion for variance of y : A 
Tar y^ [var + E^j Var (y^ [ (192) 
T 
E'^E'jVar (f^ j /Tj. fTji) + E^IE'E^ Var (y^ I /Tj, TTn^lT^}] 
For .limpUcity in writing we let 
s'Var + E* Var \ 7T^ (193) 
»E1E| Var (f^ | /Tj. /Tjj) 4- E^^E'E^I Var (y^ I ^i' ^ u* 
and rewrite the variance forronla as follows; 
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Var ss a| Aj + a| • (194) 
If we mlntoi^e thi. variance function with respect to and a^ .ubject to 
the restriction, a^ + ag = 1, we will ohtaia a second condition on a^ and a^ 
which will provide the mlnlmmra variance estimator for the class of estima­
tors with constant weights. The mlntolzatlon proeedwre yield.® the follow­
ing j 
2 "1 
M -2^ 2 = rar ' ° ^  ^ 
Qy, + y, 
ya  •  ( ' ">  
_ A- .4 J i 
^1^2 ^ A Q (198) 
^^2 l • 
W® point oat that the above Q Is comparable In form to the C3*s obtained 
in Chapter H, Section C for the simple random cate and In Chapter HI, 
Section C for the ttratlfled random case, In fact, is the variance of 
yj. Since y^ i« a simple expansion-- estimator In a two-stage sampling 
.cheme where nj U the number of prtoarlee and mjj =kMi, i. the number 
of secondaries In l-th primary we may write down the cnstomary two-stage 
variance formula 
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— 1 M « J N M| 
V" ^ ^ ^ w .5 4 ~V ®' '"" 
, N » 
where SJ=(^ r(Y,-f)' S} = J- ^rn ' V' • 
How&vmT »tece we hav@ agsiimed N large aad aire employing pFoporlional 
allocation we may rewrite the aboire espresston as 
Var = ± (Sj + U Sj, ) (200) 
where MM «M and * "ll * 
The expreailon :S| ® plays the same role in this two-stage 
scheme as played in the cor responding discttsslon for stratified random 
sampling discnssed in Chapter HI, Section C. 
By a simttar argument we may siaapltfy A| a« follows.* 
2^ E'l Var ly^  \ fTj, iTi|) 
= «t ®'l ["4 '®J2 ^ ®W2 »1 
where the .ub.oript, 2, indlote. tot Mji and refer to the .ub-
population TT'TT^ If the rale for n^, is independent of y and if the nnrober 
of primartes, N, is large w® may write 
« = ^ • (2°2» 
This form of Q was also encountered in Chapter II, Section C and in 
Chapter 111, Section C. to view of these resalts we may write 
s|+ Q 
Var 7. - n Tf5 • (203) 
i06 
The alterative estimator, "pyj + (1-p) y^* wUl be considered under 
the assumption that p and y^ are Independent. Under this assumption y^ 
is an unbiased estimate of f as Is ahown by -the following argument. 
Eyp » [pyi + <1-Pl ?2] 
= E^E'j [pyj + E»2E^(1-P) yj] 
= E^E'l[pyi + (l-p) J 
pMpiyj-fj - niPlyj-f^J + Nf - a,f=n-| 
. [ (1^1 n'l ^J <204) 
j.M(E»pHf^l - f H iNf - n^'^j }n 
S E=| [ U-'—' —J 
NCE'^jE'jPHO) + (N-nj) f 
3 u nil !•••• »•• Iiiiii»iii»niwwiwfi.iiijgiiii^iii.ii»i.ip|iiiii m iijMia»»iii.«imiiiiHii««iiiiii.»iii»inMii.iiiM 
M - hj 
« T . 
The variance of yj is derived under the same condition of Independence. 
Varyp=E(yp-T)».E [p(yj - ?) + (I-pMYj - *)] (205) 
= E [p(yi - f)] + E [(i-pXy^-Y)] 
since the cross product term, has expectation zero due to the independence 
of the sample means in the two steps. In furthering the esipectation we 
consider each term separately. For the first term we have 
E [p(yi-5>]^ - = [ptn-"?'! ^ 
= EiE'irp'(yi-t«i)' + + 2p'(yi-^*iM*'^-'R] • 
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Since E* 2p* (Tj-f- f") »® we may write 
E [pCyj-f)] ^  « [niEilp®)] [ El var | fTj) Var f^] . |207) 
In considering the second ternii SU'Ppiyg**'^ 
the primaries in TT^ l-e. > the second step -sample primaries, and let 
s —jfTU—" Kiean of th® popttlation TT - TT^ 
1 
e(i-p) '  (y^-y) '  . e ( l -p)>  [ (yj -y^)  +  (f - \ )  + (Yj - -r )]^ 
. [e(1-p)»] e»|e'ie»2e^ [(y2-?*z)' + (?1 - fz)' + (tj-?)'] (208) 
since the expectations of all cr©t» product terms are »ero. How taking 
the expectation of each term, separately we may write 
e(i-p)' ( yj-fl' = [e (1-p)"]  [ e . j E 'v« (y^  I  TT,. TT,,, TT^\ 
iim) 
+ Var Cf| l /Ti, /T^jl 4- Var • 
Eecombining these two terms we can write the formal expression for the 
variance of y„ . P 
Var <yil rr,\ + Var Y'^] 
+ [e» iE' j(1-p)»] [e^E'jE^ Var (y^ | T T T T T T < " ® '  
•"I 
+ E*E'j Tar (f | I TTi* /TjiJ + Tar f^ J .  . 
If the number of primaries is large and the sampling fraction, , 
is negligible, then the es^ression Tar i® approximately Eero. We also 
lOS 
note that the two escpi-essions Aj Var C?! I ?Tj) 4 Var and a 
Var (y^ I /Tj# ' ^l' ^11^ variance 
fttnctions for the two-stage gampllng for the ftrst aai teconi steps respec­
tively and were di«c«ss©d previously to thi« aectioa. The variances involv­
ing yj and y^ reflect the variation within primaries while tho«e involving 
f^j and fl reflect the between primary iomrce of variation. Under these 
linaitationi we may write the variance of y as follows j Jr 
V" yp - k ^  ^ ^ >] 
^ [k^eis^] .  ( z i i ,  
We note that in this form the Var y^ r@.f«wjhles the form for corresponding 
resttlti! in fimple random, and stratified random diicussed in previous 
chapter I t .  
B. Determination of tor Case 2 
Since we do not return to the old primarie# the only quantity to be de­
termined at the end of the first itep is n^, the si*e of the second step sample 
of primaries. Once the primaries have been telected for the second step 
the number of »«condarie» is determined by the fact 'that m^^ skM^, i .  e. ,  
.kM^, where k 1. determtoed prior to .ampHag. 
We assume the same cost function as in Case 1, i. e., 
C ancj + C^ S'mj +• € |  I}'M| 
The total costs for the two steps ar® 
(212) 
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1213) 
^AZ ®®2®12"'"^22™2"^ ' 
Sine© i»j akM^j akiijli*j and mj skM^ akn^J^'l we may write the total 
cost Imactlon as follows 
^ %2 * ^ 1; ®32 ^ 
=  "1^1  + ^2  ^2  <214> 
where 
€ \  «Cj j  +  m\  G^i  4-  c^ i  and  c^  +  S i ' |  .  
Now this coft fwetlon Is identical In forMo with th« corr@»poading total cost 
fwactioa in the aimple random design diicttsfed in Chapter II, Section E. 
However the interpretation of the coat coefficient are somewhat different. 
Here the cost coefficient refers lo the average cost of the primary rather 
than to the sampling unit average cott as in the timple random case. In 
actual practice the concept of average cost per primary may cause less 
cost accounting problem.® than the concept of cost associated with each 
sampling unit. 
With this type of cost function we propose the usual type of n^-rule, 
i. e. 
~ if c 'j < Cg 
(21SJ 
C_ 
u- S8 otherwise, where c« » . 2 0 0 n|+n0 
Any discussion of the conse<|uences would parallel the corresponding dis­
cussion in the simple random two-atep deiign and therefore W'ill not be 
repeated here. 
no 
V. suMMAmir 
The design af a »it»iple mtrmy is fr«fm«iitly guided by tli« well known 
principle of obtaining maxlmuna. preettion of ettimates at a given cost. 
The formtilas for 'optimmn design* reiultiag from this principle usnally 
involve the parameters of cost fnmctioni which are aisnnaed to be known 
from 'past esqserienee'. Sttch aisnmptlons may, of course, be unwar­
ranted, particularly if the iurvey involves operations of an untried nature. 
An attempt is here .made to deal with this difficulty by what are called 
•two-step sampling •cheme#'. With these detigni a survey proceed® in 
two stepe; 
1. A first step survey Involving a fined sample »i*e, n^, is carried 
out and in this process data on the cost of the operations are 
collected. 
2. Ba.ed on th. M.t tafcrmatlon umd.r (I), the .l.e, n^, of a ..cond 
Step sample is determined by a formula, a 'n^-rule* designed to 
control the esqpected cost of the total survey. 
The problems associated with two-step sampling are her# treated only 
for the simplest designs and the most elementary cost functions. They 
may be classified into two general areas: (I) Construction of estimators 
which combine the results of the two samples, {Z} formulation of rules 
for determining n^, the size of the second step 8am.ple. Certain of these 
problems have been investigated In connection with three types of designs, 
i l l  
(a) simple random, (bj stratified random, and {e) two special cases of two-
stage. In each of these designs discmssion la limited to equal probability 
sampling systems and to simple e:^ansion estimators. 
To estimate tbe population mean two ettimators were investigated: 
y ^  a a ^ y j  +  ^ ^2 ^p ^"2 while 
n, 
p e £ If a variable depending on n^ and henee on the result# in the 
first step sample, y^ and y^ ©•tiiwates of the population mean appro-*' 
priately obtained from the fir.®t and second step samples respectively. The 
..ttoator t. an unbto.ed mtetoam varlanw e,ti»n.tor providing aj + = 
I and a J/Eg satisfies a apeeifie condition depending on the type of design 
being used. The estimator, y , is a biased estimator^-the bias resulting Jr 
from the covarlance between p and. y|. However, if the variable being 
u.ed in the n^-rul. U lndep«ldent ot Ike characte, being e.Hmated, the 
estimator is nnbiased. The optimwm properties of y^ were not investigated, 
however it does have two very desirable properties! the sample means 
are weighted proportional to the si»e of the samples, and {Zl when p and y, 
S*# 1 
are independent, Yar y^ « a M ^ has a precision like that of a 
mean ba.ed on an 'expected .ample .iae oi nj t n^'. The variance of each 
of the estimators was derived. The above results are Independent of the 
specific n^-rnle, providing of co'iirae that 'the rule Is determined from in­
formation in the first sample. 
Although a fairly general class of cost functions is considered, most of 
the specific results obtained are based on the following assumptions: 
(1) To each sampling unit there is associated a cost value, and the 
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eaqpected total coit it a Itaear Imettoa of the «arapl« sias®. In addition to 
these, occational »lmpl|f5ri»g Amanmptimns- as well us certain approximation 
procedttres, w«r« lutrodttcei and tested ©a ttie cost records of two iurveys--
one urbatii th® other rwral. In the urhan swvey the variable costs were 
primarily liitervijwtiig e«»ts, i. e. the cost was associated with the sampling 
uait. In the rwral survey th® cost of travel was not negligible relative to 
interviewing coals and no attempt was made to assess a cost of travel to 
each wait. However the field work in the raral survey was organised into 
daily work loads and an analysis of the work load costs gave some indica­
tion that the expected total cost is a linear function of the number of work 
loads. 
•1. 
The n^-rale used was as foEows: 
a if C| < and n^ an^ otherwise, 
where (n^^ + When is so chosen that ^PrCcj is rela­
tively small, then this rnle has the effect of cansing the expected total 
cost to be approximately ei|ttal to the target budget, C^. If advance estimates 
on costs are not too unreliaMe, then Uae valnes in the critical efnation, 
Cp «|nj + n^JCg may be jointly determined so thai is small. ' The varia­
tion in total cost has two sonrcesj m Ihe nsnal sampling variation due to 
the random selection of sampling units, and {1} the variation in n^# the 
second step sample. If the coefficient of wriation of unit cost is small then 
the variation in n^ will be small and the «ontrtt»ution to the variance from 
the second source may be negligible. 
la addition to a rule for determining ng some suggestions for appropri­
ate choices of the other design parameters n^, n^ and Cq were given. An 
113 
alternative a^-rul# based on m non-linear cost fttaction was examined, briefly. 
aeittlts of simple mniom saaapMng was extended, to stratified sampling 
and to tw©-8tage saapllng TOd,@r the limitation of proportional aEocatlon 
of 8«eondarl6.s and msing fe# ettstomary eost fmnctlon whose expected valme 
was a linear fmnctlon of the sample sim* 
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